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ABSTRACT
This thesis involves the area of virtualization. We
have studied about improving load balancing in data
center by using automated live migration techniques.
The main idea is to migrate virtual machine(s)
automatically from high loaded hosts to less loaded
hosts with efficiency. The successful implementation
can help administrator of data center maintain a loadbalanced environment with less effort than before. For
example, such a system can automatically identify
hotspots and coldspots in a large data center and also
decide which virtual machine to migrate, and which
host should the machine be migrated to.
We have implemented previously developed Push
and Pull strategies on a real testbed for Xen and KVM.
A new strategy, Hybrid, which is the combination of
Push and Pull, has been created. All scripts applied in
the experiments are Python-based for further integration
to the orchestration framework OpenStack. By
implementing the algorithms on a real testbed, we have
solved a node failure problem in the algorithms, which
was not detected previously through simulation.
The results from simulation and those from testbed
are similar. E.g. Push strategy has quick responses
when the load is medium to high, while Pull strategy
has quick responses when the load is low to medium.
The Hybrid strategy behaves similar to Push strategy
with high load and to Pull strategy with low load, but
with greater number of migration attempts, and it
responds quickly regardless to the load. The results also
show that our strategies are able to handle different
incidents such as burst, drain, or fluctuation of load
over time.
The comparison of results from different
hypervisors, i.e., Xen and KVM, shows that both
hypervisors conduct in the same way when applying
same strategies in the same environment. It means the
strategies are valid for both of them. Xen seems to be
faster in improving the System performance. The
migration attempts are similar, but KVM has much less
Migrations over time than Xen with same scenario.
Keywords: Cost, Live migration, Performance model,
Virtualization.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview of Virtualization Technology
Virtualization is the technology that allows a single physical machine (PM) to
have multiple virtual machines (VMs), with their own operating system (OS), running
simultaneously. Processing power of servers in a data center is usually much more
powerful than the processing power required by the services resided on them. Thus, a
great benefit of virtualization technology comes from being able to exploit the
maximum capacity of those servers. All computers have a generic architecture, which
is composed of five main functional units: the arithmetic and logic unit (ALU), the
control unit (or sequencer), the storage unit comprising the main memory and cache,
the input devices, and the output devices [1]. Virtualization involves all of them
comprising CPU virtualization, memory virtualization, device, and I/O virtualization.
To host and manage all VMs, the virtualization layer manages memory, device I/O and
Central Processing Unit (CPU), which is made of ALU, and control unit, in order to
provide access to the hardware. Each VM shares the physical and dynamical allocation
of CPU, memory and I/O devices. Most virtualization solutions are designed to operate
on computers that are manufactured in accordance to the x86 architecture.
Approaches for virtualization of x86 computers apply either a hosted (Type 2) or
hypervisor (Type 1) architecture. In hosted architecture, virtualization layer is installed
and operated on top of an OS as an application. In hypervisor architecture,
virtualization layer is whereas installed directly on a clean system (Dom-0). It is also
called as “Bare-metal architecture”. A hosted architecture provides flexibility and
simplicity, but a hypervisor architecture is more powerful, since it is deployed directly
to the hardware resources[2].
In order to run multiple OSes, x86 platforms insert the virtualization layer between
hardware and OS. The x86 architecture contains four levels of privilege named Ring 0,
1, 2 and 3. Ring 0 is the most privileged level, where OSes typically reside. Ring 3 is
whereas the least privileged one, which is usually resided by user level applications.
OS needs a direct access to hardware resources and executes its privileged commands
in Ring 0. This presents a difficulty for the virtualization layer in handling sensitive
and privileged instructions [2].
Based on the concept of virtualization, migration of VMs refers to such a process
of moving a VM or an application between different PMs. During migration, things
like memory and storage of the VM are transferred from the source host to the
destination. If the VM or the application keeps running during the migration, it leads to
another concept which is defined as live migration. They are describe in more detail in
section 1.2.

1.1.1

Virtualization Techniques

Currently, there are three virtualization techniques dealing with the difficulty in
handling sensitive and privileged instructions.
Full virtualization
Full virtualization is the technique that uses binary translation along with direct
execution method. It requires correct translating and transferring of full instruction set,
input/output operations, interrupts, memory access, and whatever other elements used
by the software running on the bare machine, and intended to run in a VM [3]. The
virtualization layer is responsible for translating those instructions. Non-virtualizable
instructions are replaced by the new set of instructions that can be executed on the
virtual hardware. Modification is not needed for guest OS. The guest OS is completely
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disconnected from the underlying hardware, but it is unaware of being virtualized. Full
virtualization is used by VMware, Microsoft and Parallels [2].
Authors of [3] state that full virtualization is proven highly successful for:
x Sharing a computer system among multiple users
x Isolating users from each other (and from the control program)
x Emulating new hardware to achieve improved reliability, security and
productivity
Paravirtualization
Paravirtualization is the technique that requires modification in the guest OS to run
in the less privileged ring, i.e. Ring 1. It cannot support unmodified OSes. The
technique was introduced by Xen to support x86 architecture, since x86 architecture
design had never supported full virtualization. It has advantages over full virtualization.
For instance, in practice, modifying the guest OS to support paravirtualization is easier
than building the binary translations for full virtualization. Paravirtualization also
offers lower virtualization overhead than full virtualization [2]. Xen makes use of
hypercalls and event mechanisms, which are scheduled by the data transfer mechanism
called I/O Rings, for controlling interactions of subsystem virtualization for both
synchronous and asynchronous calls. Subsystem virtualization includes CPU, timers,
memory, network and disk [4]. VMware uses its tools to provide services for Virtual
Machine Monitor (VMM) hypervisor and optimized virtual drivers (Vmxnet), which is
paravirtualized I/O device to share data structures with the hypervisor [2].
Paravirtualization is used by VMware, Xen [2] and Hyper-V.
Hardware assisted virtualization
This is a new set of virtualization techniques developed by hardware vendors. For
x86 platform, it became available in 2006 after the introduction of the new
virtualization technology, Intel VT-x and AMD-V. It allows the hypervisor to run in a
new root mode below Ring 0. All sensitive and privileged instructions are trapped
automatically to the hypervisor. Neither binary translations nor OS modification is
needed. KVM uses x86 with virtualization extensions for Linux Kernel to allow Linux
acting as a Type 1 bare-metal hypervisor, along with standard APIs (libvirt and
libguestfs) for managing virtualization and images. Higher-level tools can be used on
top of libvirt [5]. Hardware assisted virtualization is used by VMware, Microsoft,
Parallels and Xen [2]. KVM and Hyper-V also support this feature.

1.1.2

Hypervisors

Hypervisor is virtualization layer software that hosts and manages guest OS. It is
also called VMM. As mentioned previously, there are two types of hypervisor: type 1hypervisor architecture and type 2 - hosted architecture. Regarding to this thesis, for
the future work, the experiments can be conducted concerning live migrations with
orchestration framework via OpenStack. Matrixes supported by the hypervisors of
OpenStack are considered for the selection of hypervisors. As shown in OpenStack’s
official website [6], live migration via OpenStack is supported by Type 1 hypervisors:
Xen, KVM and Hyper-V.
Xen
Xen is an open source hypervisor created by the University of Cambridge. Its first
public release was in 2003. It was acquired by Citrix in 2007. Then it became public
through the Xen Project Advisory Board (Xen AB) composed by members from
various development enterprises such as: Citrix, IBM, Intel, Hewlett-Packard, Novell,
Red Hat, Sun Microsystems and Oracle. Xen [7] is used for wide variety proposes,
such as: server virtualization, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), desktop virtualization,
security applications, embedded and hardware appliances [8].
4
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Xen is a type 1 hypervisor. It is installed in the most privileged domain called
“Domain-0 or Dom0”. It has direct access to hardware resources, such as: CPU,
memory, and I/O. VMs run on top of Xen in a less privileged domain called “DomainU or DomU”. Dom0 is initiated at boot time with access to the control interfaces. It
permits Xen to create and destroy other domains residing on top of it. Xen
virtualization has two control interaction mechanisms: hypercalls and events. A
hypercall is a synchronous software trap sent by other domains to Xen to execute a
privileged operation. Event is an asynchronous mechanism to allow communication
between Xen and other domains. It allows Xen to control things, such as device
interruption (e.g. start, shutdown), and send notifications of important events, such as
domain-termination request [4]. Xen supports paravirtualization (PV) and hardwareassisted virtualization with Intel VT-X or AMD-V technology (HVM). It allows user
interfaces to manage VMs via Toolstack, such as xen-tools and XenAPIs [8]. The
architecture of Xen is displayed in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Xen architecture[8]
Performing live migration in Xen, rounds of copying are carried out to transfer all
VM’s memory pages. Dirty pages, which are pages that are modified after they have
been transferred, are logged by a “shadow page table”, and then recopied to destination
host. Once the final state is reached, guest OS prepares to resume its operation on
destination host. Guest OS is terminated, transferred with the last memory pages and
then resumed on destination host [9].
Kernel-based VM (KVM)
KVM is open source software created by Israeli company Qumranet. It was
acquired by Red Hat in 2008. KVM is a virtualization module in Linux kernel, which
is a powerful server virtualization solution. IBM and other Linux distributors, such as
SUSE, have also contributed to KVM development. It provides great efficiency in
security, memory management, live migration, performance and scalability, as well as
guest support [10].
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KVM is an extension module within Linux Kernel that turns Linux into Type 1
hypervisor. It uses Linux basic function and its extensions to host and manage VMs.
Thus, KVM still has a Linux environment. A guest OS is treated as a running process
with fine-grained improvement, such as: process priority for scheduler and resources
management (i.e. CPU, memory and I/O). A VM image is treated as a file on the disk
device. KVM can access any devices that Linux supports, since it is implemented
within Linux. Libvirt and libguestfs are the standard API for KVM virtualization.
KVM allows higher-level tools, such as Virtual Manager, to provide user interfaces for
VMs management [5]. The architecture of KVM is shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2 KVM architecture[10]
Live migrations in KVM transfer guest memory to destination host while the guest
is running. KVM handles dirty pages, by using a dirty page log facility. It provides
user space with a bitmap of modified pages since the last call [11].
Hyper-V
Hyper-V is virtualization software licensed by Microsoft. It is designed as
Windows Server Virtualization and is a role in Windows Server 2008 and Windows
Server 2008 R2. It requires Window Server 2008 or later version as a host OS. Even
though designed for Windows, it also supports other OSs such as: SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 10 SP4 or 11 SP1-SP3, Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.5-6.4, CentOS
5.5-6.4, Ubuntu 12.04-13.10, and Oracle Linux 6.4 [12].
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Hyper-V is a type 1 hypervisor. It resides in the most privileged ring. It has a
direct access to hardware resources. Hyper-V uses the term “Partition” for a logical
unit of isolation. It runs in the parent partition, and creates child partitions to host guest
OSes [13]. A parent partition creates child partitions with hypercall API, and controls
them by Synthetic Interrupt Controller (SynIC) [14]. The architecture of Hyper-V is
shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 Hyper-V architecture[14]
Windows Server 2008 initially did not support live migration. Later version
Windows Server 2008 R2 supports live migration with Cluster Shared Volumes (CSVs)
for failover node with restrictions. Current version Hyper-V (Version 3.0), hosted by
Windows Server 2012, has improved more features and supports concurrent live
migrations [14].

1.2

Overview of Live Migration of VMs
Live Migration is a virtualization feature with many applications in Cloud
Computing. Its purpose is to move a VM from a physical host to another while the OS
and the application are running. This process transfers OS instances, memory and local
resources (e.g., storage and network interfaces). Live Migration is a useful technique
for management of data centers. It offers load balancing between physical devices, and
enables flexibility as well as scalability in resource provisioning. Goals for migration
of VMs can be different. Paper [15] states three different goals: server consolidation,
load balancing and hotspot mitigation. For server consolidation, migrations are
initiated when there is a large number of underutilized PMs. VMs from several lightly
loaded PMs will be migrated to a smaller set of PMs. It frees up PMs to prevent
resource fragmentation. If resource fragmentation occurs, heavy tasks cannot be
processed in the system although the total volume of available resources can
accommodate the demand, and none of hosts is heavily loaded. For load balancing, the
migration will be triggered when the load of PMs is unevenly distributed in the system.
VMs from busy PMs are moved to less loaded PMs. Load-balanced systems are
desirable for several reasons. For example, large discrepancies are avoided between
the levels of services afforded to various VMs from the same service class. It can also
7
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help keeping an even ambient temperature to reduce cooling costs. A hotspot occurs
on a PM when the resources required by a set of running VMs exceeds what it can
offer, thus leading to resource contention. For hotspot mitigation, migrations are
commenced when resource requirements of VMs are not locally fulfilled. A set of
VMs from the hotspot is migrated to PMs able to support them without creating new
hotspots.

1.2.1

Live Migration

Migration of VMs can be done proactively or reactively (on demand). In proactive
migration, system checks periodically whether migration of a set of VMs would help
improving resource utilization. For on-demand migration, migrations of VMs are
triggered according to current resource utilizations. We have focused on three
algorithms, Push, Pull, and Hybrid strategies to implement live migration on demand.
Push Strategy
The Push strategy is based on task-sharing [16][17] technique for distributed
computation. An overloaded machine (hotspot) announces about its situation and tries
to transfer its overloaded tasks to other available machines for processing.
Pull Strategy
The Pull strategy is based on task-stealing [16][17] technique for distributed
computation. An underutilized node (coldspot) informs its condition and tries to
relieve workloads of other nodes by sharing the responsibility for the tasks.
Hybrid Strategy
The Hybrid strategy is a combination of Push and Pull strategies. Both hotspots
and coldspots request proactively to help balance load distribution of the whole
network.
Techniques
When the migration is triggered, a VM can be transferred from the source host to
the destination host according to one of the following three migration approaches: Pure
stop-and-copy, Pre-copy, and Post-copy.
Pure Stop-and-copy
This is a simple approach to migrate VM. The hypervisor on the source host shuts
down the guest OS, and then copies all pages to the destination host. After the copy
operation is finished, the hypervisor on the destination host restarts the VM and the OS.
This approach provides a short total migration time, but with a maximum service
downtime.
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Pre-copy
The pre-copy approach used by most hypervisors, such as Xen, VMware and
KVM. The hypervisor initially copies all memory pages to the destination VM, while
is OS is still running. After that, there is a number of rounds where only modified
paged are recopied. Finally, the source VM stops and all the remaining pages are
transferred to the destination. Services are then resumed at the destination node. This
approach has advantage over pure stop-and-copy in reducing service downtime, since
the guest OS is not immediately suspended and still running on the source host during
live migration. But it must handle dirty pages and high network utilization problems,
and also suffers from a longer total migration time. However, this approach provides
the most seamless operation from the point of view of the guest OS users. The timeline
for pre-copy procedure is shown in Figure 1.4

Figure 1.4 Pre-copy timeline[9]
Post-copy
In post-copy approach, memory and states are transferred to destination node
immediately. Services will then be executed there. The rest resources are migrated
either in background or on demand. For example, a page fault occurs in the guest OS
when a process tries to access pages that are not migrated yet. This triggers the
hypervisor on the destination host to copy the missing pages from the source host. This
approach offers the minimum guest OS downtime, but maximum total migration time.
Also, the user may experience higher response time when memory pages are copied on
demand.

1.2.2

Orchestration framework

Orchestration can be defined as “The automated arrangement, coordination, and
management of complex computer systems, middleware, and services.” [18]. It is a
service-oriented-approach, which can be used for automatic management in cloud
computing. It provides full services for administration issues, technical issues and
9
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business issues, such as controlling of dynamic datacenter, resource provisioning,
billing, metering. It usually applies a centralized architecture to provide its services
through web-based systems [19].
Cloud computing software is a set of software installed in a cloud stack, which is a
cloud framework that provides orchestration of VMs, on top of hypervisor. It is used to
deploy and manage large networks of VMs. It is composed of management server and
hypervisor hosts. The management server is a server that provides the administration,
management and services, such as network services and storage services. It allows
administrators to define the policies, service levels and management of cloud
infrastructures over the network. Deployment of cloud software varies depending on
the network size. In a small network, the management server and the hypervisor host
can be installed on a single host. However, in a large network, the management server
and the hypervisor hosts are typically installed on different PMs, and a network node
may be introduced. The most popular cloud computing software in use today are:
Eucalyptus, Azure, CloudStack, and OpenStack. We choose OpenStack for our thesis,
because it is open source software, supporting wide variety of cloud providers and well
equipped with Ubuntu, which is our best known OS [20].
OpenStack
OpenStack is Python-based open source cloud stack released under the Apache 2.0
license. Initially, it was created and developed by Rackspace Hosting and NASA. Its
first public release was in 2010. It provides an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) in
cloud computing.
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OpenStack offers a set of services for users to choose as desired [20]. Last version
released by OpenStack has a code name Havana. Havana contains services that cover
all important roles needed for cloud computing today. Details of services offered by
OpenStack Havana are shown in Table 1-1.

Table 1-1 OpenStack services [21]
Service
Dashboard

Project name
Horizon

Compute

Nova

Networking

Neutron

Object
Storage

Swift

Block Storage

Cinder

Identity
Service

Keystone

Image
Service

Glance

Telemetry
Service

Ceilometer

Orchestration
Service

Heat

Description
Provides a web-based self-service portal to interact
with underlying OpenStack services, such as
launching an instance, assigning IP addresses and
configuring access controls.
Manages the lifecycle of compute instances in an
OpenStack environment. Responsibilities include
spawning, scheduling and decommissioning of
machines on demand.
Enables network connectivity as a service for other
OpenStack services, such as OpenStack Compute.
Provides an API for users to define networks and the
attachments into them. Has a pluggable architecture
that supports many popular networking vendors and
technologies.
Storage
Stores and retrieves arbitrary unstructured data
objects via a RESTful, HTTP based API. It is highly
fault tolerant with its data replication and scalable
architecture.
Provides persistent block storage to running
instances. Its pluggable driver architecture facilitates
the creation and management of block storage
devices.
Shared services
Provides an authentication and authorization service
for other OpenStack services. Provides a catalog of
endpoints for all OpenStack services.
Stores and retrieves VM disk images. OpenStack
Compute makes use of this during instance
provisioning.
Monitors and meters the OpenStack cloud for
billing, benchmarking, scalability, and statistical
purposes.
Higher-level services
Orchestrates multiple composite cloud applications
by using either the native HOT template format or
the AWS CloudFormation template format, through
both an OpenStack-native REST API and a
CloudFormation-compatible Query API.

OpenStack architecture varies according to user needs. It is usually comprised by
three basic nodes: controller node, compute node and network node.
Controller Node
It is the management server that provides necessary services to control other hosts.
It is usually composed of keystone service, glance service and nova service.
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Compute Node
It is the node that hosts and runs guest OSes. It needs nova services (compute and
network) as a basic configuration.
Network Node
It is an additional node that provides networking in OpenStack infrastructure.
Neutron service is essential for this node.
Figure 1.5 shows an example of OpenStack architecture with basic configuration
comprising by controller and compute node.

Figure 1.5 Basic architecture with legacy networking [21]

1.3

Related Work
In this section, related work with various aspects for the concepts of virtualization
and live migration is introduced. Comparative study is also contained, proposing
different approaches and involving different hypervisors.

1.3.1

Virtualization and Live Migration

Different techniques generate various impacts on the performance of live
migrations.
In [9], memory transfer is generalized into three phases: (1) Push phase: Certain
pages are pushed to the destination VM with services running on the source VM. The
modified pages must be resent. (2) Stop and Copy phase: Source VM suspends firstly.
After copying remaining pages to destination VM, services are started on the
destination hosts. (3) Pull phase: Services are running on new VM. Once faulted pages
occur, they will be retrieved from the source VM and copied to the destination VM
again. Most practical solutions select one or two of the three. For example, pure stopand-copy uses only the Stop and Copy phase, pre-copy starts the migration by the Push
phase and then very short stop-and-copy phase. Authors claim that Pre-copy has
advantages over pure stop-and-copy in less downtime, and it is used in their
experiments.
Authors of [22] apply a cost model on Xen to do optimal selection for destination
VMs. In this model, various parameters, such as size of VM’s memory, amount of
network traffic required to perform a migration, and page dirty rate during migration,
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are used for calculation. When cost and information entropy are known, a best option
can be picked out based on the combination of the lowest cost and highest utilization.
The model is applied in various scenarios, for both Push and Pull strategies.
Authors of [23] apply Shannon’s notion of entropy to create a cost-aware
migration algorithm. The algorithm intends to detect imbalance and to minimize
migration cost by calculating the tradeoff between migration time and performance
impact. It can deliver a fine grained control over bandwidth throttle for each migration
auction. The models involved in the algorithm can be used in future migration
planning.
Authors of [24] present a solution to predict resource usage needs of network
traffic queries. They apply the exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) to their
solution. It is shown that the system predicts the resources required to run each traffic
query with small errors. The solution can be used for load shedding purposes, to make
current network monitoring systems quickly react to overload situations.
Paper [25] presents Live Gang Migration, which allows group of VMs to be
migrated simultaneously by QEMU/KVM hypervisors with little total migration time
and network traffic. De-duplication based approach is used to perform concurrent live
migration of co-located VMs. De-duplication refers to elimination of duplicate or
redundant information. All identical memory contents (at page level and sub-page
level) are transmitted once. The identical page detector uses hash function to detect
similarity of contents. The evaluations show that the prototype for live gang migration
can significantly reduce both network traffic and total migration time.
When the destination host is overloaded, it is possible that VM will be sent back to
its original node if it is underutilized. Paper [26] proposes the model named
Incremental Migration (IM) to reduce migration load by reducing amount of the data
to migrate. The model uses Block-bitmap to track and synchronize all write accesses to
the local disk. The block-bitmap continues to track all the write accesses to the disk
storage in the destination after the primal migration and only the new dirty blocks need
to be synchronized if the VM needs to migrate back to the source host. It can reduce
total migration time significantly.
In [27], it is summarized that pre-copy technique provides better performance than
pure stop-and-copy approach. The former combines multiple rounds of Push and short
stop-and-copy approaches at the final step. The latter suffers from high downtime. Precopy technique also performs better than pure on-demand, which suffers from high
total migration time. The experiment was implemented on the Xen platform. It proved
that the migration link speed is the most influential parameter on performance.
Authors of [28] proposes Vagrant, a live migration framework, which allows live
migration between different hypervisors (KVM and Xen). It is achieved by enabling
only equivalent features in hypervisors. The measured downtime is at the acceptable
level compared to the live migration between hypervisors with the same type.
Paper [29] proposes a technique to migrate IP address of dynamic DNS from
source node to destination node during live migration. It uses IP tunnel to transfer old
IP address before VM pauses on the source node. It is experimentally shown that the
combination of dynamic DNS with tunneling helps to provide system support for
migrating virtual execution environments in the wide area. Authors of [30] present a
similar approach based on Mobile IPv6, which allows dynamic binding between
source and destination nodes. It is demonstrated in their lab that a VM can be migrated
with a continuous end-to-end connectivity.

1.3.2

Comparative study

There has been some work involving comparative studies of different live
migration approaches and hypervisors.
The work presented in [31] improves the page faults problem by applying
PrePaging technique. Future working sets are predicted, and required pages are loaded
before being accessed. Normal post-copy live migration is processed afterwards. At
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the end, a mechanism named Dynamic Self-ballooning (DSB) will be executed to
eliminate the migration of free memory pages. The results generated from the
improved post-copy approach are compared with the results from pre-copy on Xen. It
shows that post-copy is better with respect to total migration time and number of
transferred pages. At the same time, pre-copy is better in terms of downtime.
Additionally, [32] shows the advantages and drawbacks of different approaches,
such as stop-and-copy and pre-copy. Applying trade-off techniques on various
hypervisors can also affect performance of live migration differently. Papers [33] [34]
[35] show significant performance difference when performing live migrations with
different hypervisors. The performance metrics used are network capacity usage, CPU
consumption, memory utilization, and so on.
In [33], authors compare Remus - paravirtualization over Xen solution and
Romulus - full virtualization over KVM. Results show significant advantages of
Romulus in terms of code reuse and overall development comfort. Paper [34]
compares transfer times, CPU usages and memory utilizations on different hypervisors
and with different virtualization techniques. The experiments were conducted by
observing migration of FTP server and HTTP server. Results show a better
performance in the real environment over hypervisors. It also concludes a slightly
advantage of paravirtualization over full virtualization in terms of transfer time and
resources consumption. Paper [35] compares live migration efficiencies on different
hypervisors. Results show that KVM spent the least amount of downtime for both
memory and storage live migrations, while Xen spent the most downtime. VMware
required the least total migration time, while Xen and KVM spent the most for
memory and storage live migration respectively.
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METHODOLOGY

2.1

Problem Statement
As data centers grow sharply, they find themselves accommodating an increasing
number of PMs and VMs. This development requires an effective resource
management in data centers. As a result, the load is evenly distributed and servicelevel agreements (SLAs) are met. From this point of view, live migration is becoming
an essential process for data center management. To optimize resource management
through live migration, there are two questions to be answered. The first question is
when to migrate VMs to different PMs? In this case, the emphasis is on finding a
suitable moment for migration with consideration to specific metrics, such as CPU
utilization, used memory and I/O load. The second question is where to migrate? This
question is about finding suitable PMs that can handle the migrated VMs without
creating new hotspots. These questions were partially addressed in [22]. The authors
proposed two classes of reactive migration strategies Push and Pull, and used
simulations to analyze their performance. Based on their results, they suggested
several potential enhancements as part of future work: alternating Push and Pull
strategies and changing the reactive scheme with a proactive one or a Hybrid. It will be
interesting to verify if the proposed changes lead to better performance. Also, it is
desirable that performance of the new algorithms, as well that of the old ones, is
measured on a real testbed.

2.2

Aims and objectives
The results of solutions for two aforementioned problems proposed by [22] show a
good performance of Push and Pull algorithms. Push strategy offers an effective
reactive solution to mitigate hotspots, while Pull strategy can be used both to avoid
hotspot creation and to mitigate hotspots.
The functionality and performance of the Pull and Push strategies developed in [22]
were tested only in simulations. Besides, the proposed potential enhancements were
not tested at all. Thus, we see both opportunity and challenge to pursue the thesis work
by implementing the solution in a real testbed. Our work is focused on measuring
performance achieved by different live migration algorithms with various hypervisors.
Suitable conditions and possible improvement will be suggested for each strategy.
Thus, the main aim of this thesis project is: Implementation of live migration
algorithms on real testbed and measurement of their performance.
To achieve the main goal, several objectives are listed below as milestones for the
whole project.
x Implement a framework to orchestrate live migrations
x Implement decision algorithms for live migration
x Test live migration algorithms with different hypervisors
x Compare performance for different algorithms
x Compare performance for different hypervisors
x Suggest improvement and future work for improving the performance of live
migration

2.3

Research Questions
In section 2.2, our goals are stated to implement the live migration algorithms
proposed by [22] on real testbed, and to measure their performance. The results
presented in [22] were obtained by implementing the algorithms in a simulator.
Adapting the simulation algorithms to a real testbed may need different setup
parameters. It must be done cautiously as it can generate undesired effects, which will
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degrade the real performance. Beside the performance metrics evaluated in the
previous thesis [22], there will be other issues affecting the algorithms performance for
a real testbed. To avoid these undesired effects, we state our first question.
RQ1 - What factors affect the performance of live migration algorithms?
Once the verification of configurations is processed, known undesired effects can
be avoided. We will then perform tests according to the selection of hypervisors
described in section 1.1.2. The results will lead to suggestions of the hypervisors to be
resided by proposed strategies. The suggestion can be made by answering the second
question.
RQ2 - Which hypervisor can offer better performance for live migration?
Push and Pull algorithms apply different approaches. They can affect the whole
systems positively, such as alleviating congestion via load balancing, and negatively,
such as increasing network costs since communication messages are sent over network.
They can affect the System performance, which are our most considered issues. To
find the best suitable solutions, it is interesting to identify how the strategies behave
and how are the performance achieved by them. Hence we state our third question.
RQ3 - Which algorithm performs better in live migration on a real testbed?
Finally, we will conduct experiments on real testbed, with different environment
from simulator. Simulators usually work in ideal environments, which is impossible to
achieve in reality. It is also interesting to validate the simulation results. It leads to our
last question.
RQ4 - What is the difference between the performance results from
simulation and implementation on real machines?

2.4

Research Methodology
Our work is based on the project presented in the previous thesis [22]. We will
granularly review and break down the work.
Step 1: Identify live migration algorithms to be applied. All live migration
algorithms proposed in the thesis work [22] are considered firstly. Then we will
identify additional algorithms to be included to the project, e.g. Hybrid (combined
Push and Pull).
Step 2: Decide what hypervisor to be used. We will first consider open source
hypervisors such as Xen, KVM, and also consider the possibility to work with nonopen source hypervisors.
Step 3: Identify which performance metrics to be measured. Initially, we will
consider Migration attempts over time, System performance and network traffic. We
will search if there are any other necessary metrics. The task for this step can be
accomplished by literature reviews. We can do the search through reference databases
via BTH library or other online databases.
Step 4: Preparation. Verify models proposed in the previous thesis [22], and then
create algorithms, scripts and test plan according to the decisions taken in previous
steps. In parallel, we will perform the study about the installation and configuration of
hypervisors. Suitable tools for measurement will be set up. We can find their manuals
online.
Step 5: Implementation. We will conduct the experiments according to the test
plan. Various scenarios will be set up. We will perform the first run to verify and
ensure the correct functionality of algorithm being tested. Then the test will be
conducted afterward. If some errors occur, they will be fixed immediately, and the test
will be repeated. The results from each scenario will be collected for further use.
Step 6: Conclusion. We will evaluate the results, draw a conclusion and suggest
future work in this step. All measured parameters will be considered. We will compare
the result to figure out more suitable conditions and suggest the implementation for
each algorithm.
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3

3.1

MODEL DESCRIPTION

This chapter will describe our conceptual model based on [22]. The model is
created with different algorithms. We intended to implement the algorithms to a real
testbed with orchestration framework, an additional framework from the original
model. Functional requirements remain similar to those in [22], whereas some
modifications are necessary.

System Architecture
As we mentioned before, we intended to implement decision algorithms for live
migration using the orchestration framework. It is aimed to be integrated with a cloud
management platform, such as OpenStack. Due to the limit of conditions, it is not
conducted as part of our thesis work. To make our framework easily modified for the
purpose in future work, we take it into consideration. OpenStack uses a centralized
approach, in which a single controller node manages all hosts. But our integrated
algorithms use a distributed approach. Each node must interact with other nodes in
negotiating when to perform automated live migrations. The distributed approach can
avoid the bottleneck and Single Point Of Failure (SPOF) in a large network [36]. It is
possible to integrate our algorithms with OpenStack by making use of the Nova
Compute Plug-in, which is installed in all compute nodes. In this case, the automated
live migrations are done by using hypervisor tools along with Nova plug-in.
Hypervisor tools work at the hypervisor layer, collecting statistics of essential
parameters. Live migration algorithms process all of these statistic records, decide and
trigger live migration with Nova compute API. The Nova agent is embedded different
with various hypervisors as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 OpenStack with different hypervisors[37]
We envision a simple architecture comprising a single controller node and multiple
compute nodes. Network nodes are not necessary for a small network. In this case,
instead, Nova is chosen. All nodes are connected via Nova network API. All physical
hosts i.e., compute nodes including the controller node if used to host VMs, will install
the same algorithms. Each host is responsible to monitor its performance and update
its information, such as the current system load and its memory size. The information
is sent over the network upon request. For example, when a host is monitored to be
overloaded, it sends a HOTSPOT message with its information to the other PMs in the
same network. Details are described in Chapter 4. The approach has a benefit that it
will not generate any unnecessary messages, which increase network traffic. It has
another benefit in making accurate decisions to trigger live migrations, since it is
initiated based on updating information from local host, which does not suffer from
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any latencies or outdated information from periodic updates. The only case that latency
exists and data might be outdated is when the reply to a request is delayed. This
acceptable delay value is set to a maximum of 10 seconds, according to the previous
thesis [22]. Since we would like to compare the results from our real testbed to the
simulation, we keep the same value of 10 seconds.

3.2

Algorithm’s Procedures
The algorithms under study have two components: one running on the source host
and the other running on the candidate hosts. Candidate hosts are hosts prepared to be
considered and selected by the source host for live migration algorithms. Separate
algorithms walk-throughs are illustrated in Chapter 4. The source host algorithm
monitors the host’s resources usage and decides when to negotiate migrations with the
candidate hosts. On the other hand, the candidate host algorithm listens for request
messages from the source host and decides if to accept the request. Each node runs
both components of the algorithms. The algorithm’s procedures are described as
follow:
Joining procedure
When a new host joins the network, it broadcasts a HELLO message to announce
itself to all nodes in the network. All existing nodes update their host list and reply to
the new host with their information about their resource usage. It is the first step to
initialize the tests by setting up the whole network
Live Migration procedure
All nodes in the network keep continuously listening to each other, monitoring and
updating their resource utilization. When the monitored utilization of a host reaches
thresholds specified for different live migration strategies, corresponding strategies are
triggered. The host broadcasts HOTSPOT (Push) or STEAL BROADCAST (Pull)
message to announce its status to all other hosts as candidate nodes in the same
network. Upon message reception, candidate nodes verify their capability to host VMs
(in case of a received Push message) or migrate VMs (in case of a received Pull
message). The source host collects all replied messages and decides if a migration
should occur. The decision is based on a System performance model and a cost model,
as described in Section 3.4.2 and Section 3.4.3 below. An announcement is sent to
corresponding hosts: all nodes in the Push strategy or to the selected destination node
in the Pull strategy. Migration is triggered according to the acknowledgement to the
previous announcement. Once a migration is finished, status and related parameters are
reset, and the source host runs a backoff algorithm for preparing future triggering.
Algorithms, models and functions applied in the procedure are stated in the later
sections. A new proposed strategy, Hybrid strategy, combines the algorithms of Push
and Pull. All implemented strategies are further described in Chapter 4
Measurement procedure
For measuring the performance of live migration strategies, a measurement point
(MP) is set as a server to generate information from all PMs in the network and draw
the performance of the whole system. The server sends MEASUREMENT REQUEST
periodically to the whole network. Hosts in the network reply to the request with their
information of system utilization, such as average load and traffic. They can be used to
calculate for the measurement parameters. Besides, the major issues of migrations are
generated once triggered and finished over time. Hosts send MIGRATION and
MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGEMENT to the server automatically. More details
about measurement parameters will be illustrated in section 4.3.
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3.3

When to Migrate?
In [22], the authors propose two strategies for live migration: Push and Pull. Push
strategy uses the task sharing concept, in which an overloaded node tries to move
processes to a lower loaded node. Pull strategy uses the task stealing concept, in which
a lightly loaded host tries to help an overloaded node by offering itself to process tasks
from that node [17]. We propose a new strategy, Hybrid, which combines Push and
Pull. It conducts task sharing and task stealing at the same time. Since both overloaded
node and lightly loaded node are considered, Hybrid is supposed to achieve a more
efficient work balancing comparing to Push and Pull.
Push and Pull strategies continuously monitor CPU loads of hosts. For Push
strategy, a threshold is used as upper limit for the load. When the CPU load of a PM
surpasses the threshold, the PM is considered as a hotspot. For Pull strategy, a lower
limit threshold is set. When the load is below the threshold, the PM is considered as a
coldspot. In [22] the threshold for Push is 0.7, and that for Pull is 0.3, in the load
range from 0 to 1. The upper threshold is set in accordance to [16], which states that
running processes will get exponentially increased response times when load exceeds
this value. Pull threshold is set as the symmetrical counter part of the Push threshold.
To avoid false alarm, CPU load is generated by 5 minutes load average [22]. Linux
provides three average values of system load over 1, 5 and 15 minutes respectively.
They can be gathered from Linux command line or system file. The minimum value is
“0”, which usually indicates the idle state. Linux load shows the value of “1” for a full
load of a single-core processor. The full load is relative to the number of processor
cores available. This value is a multiple of the number of cores if there is more than
one core in that processor, e.g. “2” for dual-cores, “4” for quad-cores. It will be a
problem for the strategies to function correctly if a network has different machines
with various numbers of cores, because the notion of full load becomes ambiguous. To
solve this problem, the load value is normalized to fall in the range between “0” and “1”
regardless of the number of cores. Hence the load is calculated by dividing the original
value by the number of cores. The number of cores can also be gathered from Linux
command line or system file.
Variable Threshold
Apart from Push and Pull thresholds, [22] also develops an idea of Variable
Threshold. Variable thresholds are useful for preventing the system from being locked
into an unbalanced state (from the point of view of the system load), when the load of
individual hosts is just below Push thresholds or just above Pull thresholds. Alternative
thresholds are set for the idea by periodic decreasing (Push) and increasing (Pull) the
original thresholds with a certain value, which is set to 0.05 in our testbed. When
implementing variable thresholds, thresholds can trend to infinity. To prevent this, the
threshold is updated with a random periodic update time (ܺሺ݊ሻ). It is generated in the
range

ܺሺ݊ሻ ൌ ݊ േ 

ଶ
ହ

(3.1)

where n is the mean update time in second. It is set to 300 seconds [22]. Each PM
updates threshold randomly to avoid hosts becoming synchronized in initiating
auctions. That would lead to message storms and may prevent load balancing from
working correctly.
Besides, to avoid thresholds being updated to infinite values, a limit is set to the
average of thresholds of Push and Pull. For example, if the threshold for Push is 0.55,
and that for Pull is 0.25, the limit for variable threshold is set to 0.4.
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3.4

Where to Migrate?

3.4.1

Bid Auction

Our model is a type of First-price sealed-bid (FPSB) auction [38]. In Push strategy,
the hotspot host, which is overloaded, starts the auction, selling its VMs. All the other
PMs in the network are buyer for the VMs, setting bids with their PM information,
offering their available resources for appropriate VMs. In Pull strategy, the auction is
started by the coldspot host with load below a lower threshold. It offers its resources to
the other hosts, who can buy the available resource with a bid of a suitable VM. Each
trade is conducted with a single live migration of one VM between the source node
and one selected candidate node.
Each candidate node will submit its bid without awareness of bids from other
nodes. The best offer wins the auction. In Push strategy, when a node becomes a
hotspot, it broadcasts a HOTSPOT message to ask its neighboring nodes for help.
Information of all VMs running on the hotspot is attached. Candidate nodes then
predict their load after migration and calculate their abilities to host those VMs and
send back HOTSPOT REPLY messages with VM candidates they can host. The
hotspot collects replied messages and applies models described in later sections to
decide a best candidate for the migration. In Pull strategy, the decision is made in
similar way.
During a bid auction process, there might be a failure, which is typically caused by
two issues: (1) Unavailable hardware and (2) Insufficient resources. Unavailable
hardware is a physical failure with many reasons, e.g. machine down, network down,
and machine overloaded. The failure may make a node unable to place a bid. In this
case, the node is simply ignored. Insufficient resources is not a failure caused by
physical or network damage. PMs are on and working properly, but without enough
resources to host a VM from other hosts.
We can consider two situations for insufficient resources:
1. A VM requires more resources than a candidate node can provide.
This failure occurs when a candidate node does not have enough resources to host
any VMs. The candidate node must have enough processor cores and memory to host
new coming VMs. When it receives HOTSPOT message, it performs resource
verification to check whether the resource requirements are fulfilled. In positive cases,
it sends a reply with VM candidates it can host. Replies without any VM candidates
are sent in negative cases.
2. A candidate node has available physical resources to host the VM but will become
a hotspot after migration.
Migration is initiated to alleviate the high load in a hotspot in the Push strategy, or
to mitigate a coldspot in the Pull strategy. It is non-beneficial if a new hotspot or
coldspot is created after migration. In the light of this, load on destination host after
migration is predicted. Once resource verification has been performed and the resource
requirements are fulfilled, a candidate node will predict its load after migration. If the
load is over the hotspot threshold in Push strategy, or lower than the coldspot threshold
in Pull strategy, the VM will not be considered as a candidate. Otherwise, the VM will
be appended to the candidates list. To clarify this, sample fail and success scenarios
will be illustrated below.
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Figure 3.2(a) illustrates a successful Push scenario. In the scenario there are two
PMs with single-core processors: PM1 and PM2. The threshold for Push strategy is 0.7.
PM1 has three VMs running on it with load 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 respectively. Thus, its overall
load is 0.9 and becomes a hotspot. PM2 has one VM running on it with load 0.2. Load
of PM2 after migration will be 0.4, 0.5, or 0.6, which are all below the threshold.
Therefore, the highest loaded VM of 0.4 can be migrated.
Figure 3.2(b) illustrates a failure for the Push scenario. Now PM2 is loaded 0.5,
and the same load remains in PM1 as stated in the previous example. Load of PM2 after
migration will be 0.7, 0.8, or 0.9 (depending on the task migrated), which are all over
threshold. Hence, migration will not be initiated.

(a) Success
(b) Failure
Figure 3.2 Push success and failure scenarios
Figure 3.3(a) illustrates a successful Pull scenario. There, it is assumed that PM1
and PM2 have the same load as that in the successful Push example. The threshold for
Pull strategy is 0.3, which causes PM2 to identify itself as coldspot and advertise free
resource for PM1. The load of PM1 after migration will be 0.7, 0.6, or 0.5, which are all
above the threshold.
Figure 3.3(b) shows a failure for the Pull scenario. Now PM1 has two VMs
running on it with load 0.2 and 0.3, respectively. PM2 has the same load as in the
previous example, 0.2. Loads of PM1 after migrations will be 0.3 or 0.2, which are
below the threshold. Thus, migration will not be triggered.

(a) Success
(b) Failure
Figure 3.3 Pull success and failure scenarios
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3.4.2

System performance Model

Our System performance model is used to describe the balance in the distribution
of load over all nodes in the system. It makes use of concept of information entropy
from Shannon’s theory [39] to quantify how uniform the load is distributed. Besides
hotspot mitigation, load balancing is also desired in the system. A perfectly balanced
system, which has a uniform distribution, has a high entropy value. Similarly, a poor
load distributed system is associated with low entropy. In load balancing the aim is to
achieve as high entropy as possible.
A model is created to perform the calculation of entropy as described in [22]. It
takes the load of each PM in the system as argument, and outputs a number between 0
and 1. We have mentioned how to normalize the load value in section 3.3. Normalized
loadܽ is derived from the formula:

ܽ ൌ  



(3.2)

̴ೌೣ

where ݈ is the load of PM ݅ and ̴݈௫ is the maximum capacity of that machine (e.g.,
2 for a 2-core machine and 4 for a 4-core machine). Once ܽ is given, we can get the
load ratio ( ) of PM ݅ with respect to all PMs by


 ൌ  σ
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Let P = {p1, p2 … pi} be the set of load rations of all PMs. To calculate entropy,
Shannon’s formula is applied. The entropy of overall network  ܪሺܲ ሻ is

 ܪሺܲሻ ൌ  െ σୀଵ    כ

(3.4)

However, H(P) is difficult to interpret because its values are not normalized. The
authors in [22] compute the normalized entropy ܧሺܲ ሻ by dividing ܪሺܲ ሻ by the
ଵ
maximum entropy ܪሺܲሻ݉ܽ ݔൌ  ݊, which is achieved where ܲ ൌ   [23], where ݊ is
the number of all PMs. Hence the ܧሺܲ ሻ is calculated as
ுሺሻ
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This restricts the entropy’s value to be between 0 and 1, which is easier to interpret.
The system is more balanced when the E(P) is closer to 1.

3.4.3

Cost Model

The cost model from [40] is used to calculate total migration time for the pre-copy
technique. The model outputs two cost metrics: (1) total migration time and (2)
downtime. Total migration time is the time interval from the initiation of migration to
the completion of migration. Downtime is the inoperative time interval of VM due to
the last round of migration, which implies the suspension of VM on source host and
resuming of VM on destination host. In [22], the authors use this model to find good
migration candidate based on total migration time. To perform the calculation,
parameters in Table 3-1 are required.

Table 3-1 Parameters for the cost model[40]
Vmem (MB)
Vmig (MB)
Tmig (s)
Tdown (s)
Vthd (MB)
R (MB/s)
D (MB/s)
W (MB)

Size of the VM’s memory
Amount of network traffic required to perform a migration
Total migration time when the VM is still operational
Total downtime when the VM is not operational
Threshold value for the remaining dirty pages to be
transferred in the last round
Available bandwidth that can be used for the migration, i.e.
the memory transmission rate
Page dirty rate during migration
Writable working set, the memory pages that are frequently
written to
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Let ݊ be the number of rounds to perform migration, and ߣ be the ratio between D
and R (D/R). The total amount of traffic for a migration [40] is:

ܸ ൌ  σୀ ܸ ൌ ܸ כ
The total migration time [40] is:

ܶ ൌ  σୀ ܶ ൌ 


ோ

כ

ଵିఒశభ
ଵିఒ

ଵିఒశభ
ଵିఒ

(3.6)
(3.7)

During migration, the guest OS will be down during the last round of migration.
The migration round will be considered as the last one when Vn < Vthd. Last round
involves two stages: (1) suspension of VM on source host and Vn transfer, which takes
time T n. (2) resuming of VM on destination host, which takes time T resume. The default
maximum rounds value for Xen is 29 [27], and default Vthd value of Xen is 256kB [41].
Tresume was set to 20ms by [40]. We calculate the downtime with:

ܶௗ௪ ൌ ܶ   ܶ௦௨

According to [40], the number of round ݊ is calculated by


݊ ൌ  ቂ ఒ   ቃ


(3.8)
(3.9)

We can see that ݊ depends only on ߣ because Vthd and Vmem are fixed values.It is
directly proportional.
Writable Working Set (WWS) is the last parameter for this model. It is a set of
memory pages that are frequently written to. It is usually sent in the last round of
migration by pre-copy. The cost model ignores these pages because they are
disregarded during pre-copy phase [40]. The size is approximately proportional to the
pages dirtied in each pre-copy round. Therefore, it can be determined by:

ܹ ൌ ߛ ܸ כ

(3.10)

ߛ ൌ ߱ ܶ  כିଵ  ߞ  ܦ כ ߰

(3.11)

ߛ ൌ  െͲǤͲͶ͵ܶିଵ െ ͲǤͲͲͲͳ ܦ ͲǤ͵ͷͺ

(3.12)

where ߛ is the ratio correlation of the memory dirtying rate and the duration of each
round. It is defined as:
where ߱, ߞ, and ߰ are coefficient that describes the relationship between the memory
dirtying rate and the duration of each round. They have already been trained with the
help of DaCapo benchmark [42]. After that, the new definition is:
Once all parameters are obtained, the cost model can be performed as shown in
Algorithm 1[40].
Algorithm 1 The algorithm of the cost model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

let ܸ ← ܸ /* The data that is transferred in the first
round */
for ݅ = 0 to max_rounds do

ܶ ← ோ
ߛ ՚ ߱ ܶ כ  ߞ  ܦ כ ߰
ܹାଵ ← ߛ * ܶ  ܦ/* The writable working set */
ܸାଵ ← ܶ  ܦ- ܹାଵ
if ܸାଵ ≤ ܸ௧ௗ or ܸାଵ > ܸ then
ܸାଵ ← ܶ  ܦ/* The data that is transferred in the last
round */

ܶାଵ ← శభ
ோ
ܶௗ௪ ൌ ܶ  ܶ௦௨
break
end if
end for
ܸ ൌ  σ୫ୟ୶̴௨ௗ௦
ܸ
ୀ
ܶ ൌ  σ୫ୟ୶̴௨ௗ௦
ܶ
ୀ
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3.4.4

Combination of Cost and Information Entropy

The model from [22] make selection for the best candidate based on a combination
of the lowest cost and the highest utility, in terms of entropy, which are obtained by
the cost model and the System performance model, respectively. The cost model is
considered preferentially to minimize the migration efforts. The mean cost value is
calculated for this purpose. It is derived from:

ܥ ൌ 

σ
సభ 


(3.13)

Candidates with cost (ܥ ) higher than the mean cost (ܥ ) are discarded. Then,
the candidate with the highest entropy is picked out from the remaining candidates.
The selection can be shown as:

ܸܯௗௗ௧  ൌ ݉ܽݔሺܧሺܲሻሻ

(3.14)

By applying this combination, migrations can perform with efficiency. There
might be a case in the Pull strategy that the best candidate replies with negative
acknowledgement. In that case, the candidate with second highest entropy will be
selected instead. If all candidates decline the migration, the backoff algorithm will then
be triggered, as illustrated in later sections.

3.4.5

Prediction Algorithm - EWMA

The exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) is applied in our model to
predict the load on destination hosts and generate page dirty rate on VMs. This
predicted load is used to verify whether the destination node will become a new
hotspot (Push) or coldspot (Pull), and also to calculate entropy for making migration
decision. Candidate nodes are then selected or discarded according to aforementioned
criteria.
Assuming Y = {Y1, Y2 ... Yn} is a series of sequentially recorded observations. How
much the historical record will affect the predicted value ܵ௧ is determined by a
constantߣ. They are reversely proportional, i.e. lower λ, more influence toܵ௧ . ߣ is
suggested to be 0.2 [43]. ܵଵ is initialized by taking the average of the first 5
observations. ܵ௧ is got by:
σఱసభ 

ǡ݂݅ ݐൌ ͳǢ
ܵ௧ ൌ  ൝ ହ

(3.18)
ߣ ܻ  כ௧ିଵ    ሺͳ െ ߣሻ ܵ  כ௧ିଵ ǡ݂݅ ݐ ͳ
EWMA has advantage with its simplicity, but its accuracy is doubtful in complex
systems as it takes only one variable. Since our model applies it to a single variable for
calculating the entropy, i.e. CPU load, the disadvantage is ignored [22]. However,
EWMA still causes a small problem in prediction, since can only predict the single
next value. It returns a value for only the next time unit over a periodically observation.

3.5

Utility Functions

3.5.1

Resource Lock

A migrating VM is still running on the source host during live migration. Thus, the
load on the destination host will not be increased by that VM until it is completely
migrated and resumed on the destination host. If the host with low load always replies
to HOTSPOT messages (Push) as a candidate, or continuously tries to steal VMs (Pull),
it may be multi-selected. Many migrations will be performed to this single host. It will
make the host become overloaded. Hence resource locks are applied to avoid this
situation. The locking techniques differ depending on different migration strategies.
During the execution of algorithms, for Push strategy, the PM as destination host of
the migration is locked. For Pull strategy the VM being migrated is locked. Both
destination PM and migrating VM in the migration are locked for Hybrid strategy.
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Push Strategy Locking
Locking for Push ensures a one bidder - one seller relationship. Its procedure is
executed in several steps. After receiving a HOTSPOT message, all PMs are locked to
this hotspot host and become unavailable to deal with other hotspots (Figure 3.4a). The
candidates send back HOTSPOT REPLY messages and wait for a WINNING BID
ANNOUNCEMENT (Figure 3.4b). When the hotspot decides the best candidate to
migrate, it broadcasts the announcement message. The non-winner nodes then release
their locks and become available again (Figure 3.4c). The migration will be performed
between the hotspot and the winner host (Figure 3.4d). The lock on winner machine is
released after the migration finished.
If a locked host receives HOTSPOT messages, it replies with an empty bid. It is an
indication that it is active. The empty bid ensures that other PMs do not erroneously
assume that the bidder in in a faulty state (down or overloaded). To handle an actual
failed PM, which may cause latency, TIMEOUT is set for a possible delay hotspot
reply. It is set to 10 seconds [22]. If there is no reply within TIMEOUT or no candidate
is available, backoff algorithm will be then triggered to recover the procedure of
migration algorithms. Backoff algorithm will be described in the next section.

Figure 3.4 Resource lock in Push strategy[22]
Pull Strategy Locking
The Pull locking technique differs from the Push one. It is applied to avoid multi
migrations of the same VM. Individual VM will be locked during migration, instead of
PM. When a PM becomes underutilized, it broadcasts a STEAL BROADCAST
message to request more work (Figure 3.5a). Other hosts send STEAL BROADCAST
REPLY messages with the information of unlocked VMs running on them (Figure
3.5b). The coldspot then performs calculation based on models described previously
and select a best candidate. A STEAL ATTEMPT message is sent from the coldspot to
just the selected candidate (Figure 3.5c). The selected candidate replies an
acknowledgement either to accept or decline. If it accepts the steal attempt for a VM,
the VM will be then locked (Figure 3.5d). The lock is released when the migration is
accomplished.
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Figure 3.5 Resource lock in Pull strategy[22]
Hybrid Strategy Locking
For our proposed Hybrid Strategy, its locking is also a combination of those of
Push and Pull. As addition to the resource locking mechanisms in pure Push and Pull
strategies, Hybrid locking applies Push locking for PMs when conducting Pull strategy.
It also locks VMs during the procedure of Push strategy to avoid migrating the same
VM to multi destinations. In other words, in Hybrid locking, all VMs being migrated
and PMs as the destination nodes of migrations are locked. To complement it based on
the locking techniques illustrated previously, the hotspot broadcast HOTSPOT
message with only unlocked VMs running on it (Figure 3.4a). When a migration is
ready to start, the VM to migrate is locked until the migration finished (Figure 3.4d).
Similarly, applying Push locking to coldspot, it will send STEAL BROADCAST and
STEAL ATTEMPT only if the host is unlocked (Figure 3.5a, c). When it attempt to
steal a VM, it locks itself until the migration is finished or it receives negative
acknowledgement from the candidate host (Figure 3.5c, d)

3.5.2

Backoff

This is a mechanism to handle repeatedly failed tasks. It is possible for our model
to have several points of fail. It needs response measures to prevent overwhelming
itself and other machines in the network. Regarding to [22], the algorithm is executed:
x whenever there are not any suitable candidates returned to the hotspot (Push),
x whenever there is not a suitable VM for coldspot to steal(Pull),
x and whenever all possible VM candidates return negative responses (Pull).
This function is based on the number of failed migration attempts and time slot of
0.5 second. It is derived from the exponential backoff from IEEE 802.3 standard [44].
Machines initiating backoff algorithm will not send messages for hotspot or coldspot
occasions in a random period of time. The backoff time is defined as:
(3.19)
ܾሺܿሻ  ൌ ݀݊ܽݎሺʹ  െ ͳሻ  Ͳ כǤͷ
where ܾሺܿሻ is the backoff time, ܿ is the number of failed attempts and ݀݊ܽݎሺሻ is the
random uniform distribution between 0 and 2 c -1. The backoff time becomes larger
when more fails are accumulated. A maximum backoff time is set to 120 seconds to
avoid an infinite value.
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4

IMPLEMENTATION

4.1

Implementation of the model on the real testbed
This section is dedicated to the implementation of the model from chapter 0 on the
real testbed. In [22], it was conducted in the simulator OMNET++ [45]. When
integrating this model on the real testbed, some functions can be used directly; some
may need modification; and some might not be possible to be applied.
Python-based scripts are created to fulfill the model’s requirements. We chose
Python to facilitate the integration with OpenStack, because the latter is Python-based
software. The tests were conducted on three hosts running Xen-amd64 with Ubuntu
12.04 precise. The hardware specification for these hosts is:
1) Acer-4820G-Intel core i5-480M 2.67GHz, 4 VCPUs, 4GB DDR3 memory,
2) Lenovo-Z460-Intel core i3-350M 2.27GHz, 4 VCPUs, memory 2GB and
3) HP dx5150 SFF (PE680AV), AMD 64 processor 3200+, 1 VCPU, memory
768 MB,
Additionally, we had one fast Ethernet switch (100Mb/s) and server for shared storage
using an HP dx5150 SFF (PE680AV) with the following specification: AMD 64
processor 3200+, 1 VCPU, storage 24 GB with ISCSI service, and 8 paravirtualized
VMs using Debian 7.4.0 Wheezy image, 1 VCPU, memory 256 MB, storage 1 GB. All
devices are connected via fast Ethernet link (100Mb/s).
For initiating automated live migration algorithms, thresholds, which are upper
threshold for Push strategy and lower threshold for Pull strategy, variable threshold
conception, utility functions, resource locks and backoff algorithm, can all be applied
directly. For the winning bid decision, combination of information entropy and cost
model can be applied with some modifications. Entropy is used for making decisions
and also the measurement of System performance over time. The model collects the
real load values from all PMs and performs calculation of entropy, which returns a
single value between 0 and 1. The closer to 1, the better performance is, as stated in
3.4.2.
The system load is the number of processes with states of either running or ready
to run. KVM runs in a Linux environment, thus load can be obtained by ordinary
Linux tools (e.g. uptime) or directly extracted from system file (/proc/loadavg). On the
other hand, Xen has a different behavior. Xen guest domains are not Linux processes
and so do not affect the Linux load. Xen hypervisor works on Domain-0 and VMs
work on Domain-U. Normally, Dom-0 gets a VCPU tied to a physical core and the
user domains get their own VCPUs tied to other cores. The utilization of Dom-U
VCPUs does not affect that of Dom-0, since they run on different cores. Xenload [46]
is a Xen tool that provides load value. This tool is based on Xm tool. Xm tool gives
various states of domains. The states we use to calculate load are “running” and “ready
to run”. Xenload collects these two states of every domain, including Dom-0, and then
calculates the average load for 1, 5 and 15 minutes. As our experiment monitors only
activities on Dom-U, Dom-0’s load is discarded.
When making decisions, load of VMs is used in computing the entropy after
migration, as described in 3.4.2. The cost model is used for calculating both the total
time and traffic for a migration. It requires input parameters as described in Table 3-1
in 3.4.3. There are two parameters, number of rounds (n) and dirty page rate (D),
cannot be obtained before migration in reality. However, we can measure the dirty rate
of memory of the guest OS. It fluctuates over time, and therefore we apply EWMA to
smooth it. Once we have D, n can be easily calculated by (3.9). Therefore, when a host
needs gather information of its VMs, it multicasts a request message and waits for
responses from all VMs it hosts. VMs reply the request with both load and dirty page
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rate. They are then applied in further use. The detailed description of the how VM
operates with its system data is stated in later sections.

4.2

Algorithms

4.2.1

Communication protocol

The hosts exchange protocol messages over UDP. They involve Host-to-Server
communication, which is between PMs and MP, Host-to-Host communication, which
is between PMs, and Host-to-Guest communication, which is between PMs and VMs.
Based on the description of communication protocol proposed in [22], the message
for communication among PMs and between PMs and MP is modified as follows:
Message unit
This is the basic unit transmitted during communication. It has the following fields:
x Source Node
x Destination Node
x Message Type
x Content
x Migration ID
x Migration Issuer
x PM information
x Information of VMs
Information of PM
It is contained in the basic message unit, generated by PM if required. A list of
hosts in the network is used for specifying each PM, with both ID and IP address.
System parameters, such as memory, are gathered from system files under folder
‘/proc’. All information are sorted into following fields:
x ID
x Maximum CPU capacity
x Current CPU load
x Latest CPU load record
x Maximum memory capacity
x Used memory
x Traffic in bytes
x Traffic in packets
Information of a single VM
It is contained in the basic message unit, generated by PM from VMs running on it
if required. It is usually a variable-length array where the number of elements
corresponds to the number of VMs. The element structure for a single VM is the same
as follows:
x ID
x Number of virtual cores
x Current CPU load
x Latest CPU load record
x Memory size
x Memory page dirty rate
Descriptions of all fields defined above in message structure are listed in Table E-1
in the appendix.
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4.2.2

Push algorithm

When a host observes that its CPU load is higher than the threshold for the Push
strategy, it begins hotspot mitigation (line 1, Algorithm 2). Then the algorithm will
check flag HOTSPOT (line 2, Algorithm 2). If it’s not set, the host sets the flag
HOTSPOT, generates its information and multicasts a HOTSPOT MESSAGE to the
whole network, which means an auction starts (line 3-4, Algorithm 2). The message
will be received by all other PMs in the network (line 52, Algorithm 3). They are now
candidate nodes for the auction. To process the multicasted message, the LOCK flag is
checked, which specifies whether the resources of the host are locked. If the resources
are unlocked, the PM can set the flag LOCK with the ID of the source node. Then, it
picks out VM candidates from the HOTSPOT MESSAGE based on whether a VM fits
the available resources and will not create a new hotspot. After that, HOTSPOT
REPLY with VM candidates and information of candidate node will be sent back to
the source node (line 53-60, Algorithm 3). If resources are not available, the candidate
node sends back only the PM information of itself (line 62, Algorithm 3).
The source node collects all HOTSPOT REPLY messages until all other PMs, as
candidate nodes, reply or it reaches a TIMEOUT (line 5-8, Algorithm 2). To decide
the winning bid for the auction, the hotspot PM calculates migration costs for each
combination pairs (VM_candidate:PM_bid) and computes also the mean cost
(mean_cost). All pairs with costs higher than mean_cost are discarded. Predicted
entropy after migration (entropy_pair) of the rest of pairs are calculated and sorted in a
set (utilityArray). The candidate pair (pair_highest) with highest entropy
(entropy_highest) is picked out from utilityArray will be further considered (line 9-20,
Algorithm 2). Including the information of source node PM, the current system
entropy (entropy_original) is figured up (line 21-22, Algorithm 2). If entropy_highest
is not higher than the entropy_original, the auction will be regarded as failed. The
hotspotted PM will send RESOURCE RELEASE message to tell all other PMs locked
by it to unlock their resources (line 23, Algorithm 2; line 79-83, Algorithm 3). At the
same time, flag HOTSPOT is reset and flag COUNT increases with 1 (line 23-26,
Algorithm 2). Otherwise, winning bid PM (Migration_issuer) and VM for migration
(Migration_id) can be obtained from the pair_highest. Message WINNING BID
ANNOUNCEMENT will be then multicasted, telling about the VM and PM as the
winner of the auction, involved in the coming migration (line 27-30, Algorithm 2).
The winner receives the announcement and sends back a reply WINNING BID
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. The other candidates just reset the flag LOCK to release
their resources (line 65-73, Algorithm 3).
There is a TIMEOUT set for the LOCK in candidate nodes. After the LOCK flag
is set, if RESOURCE RELEASE or WINNING BID ACKNOWLEDGEMENT does
not come within a certain time, the LOCK flag is reset, release resource automatically
(line 84-86, Algorithm 3). The TIMEOUT for LOCK is set to be 60 seconds after
experimental debugging.
Back at the source node, if acknowledgement from winner does not come, flag
HOTSPOT is reset and COUNT is increased by 1 (line 31-37, Algorithm 2). COUNT
flag is set for applying backoff algorithm, presenting the number of failed attempts.
With a positive response from the winning bid, the hotspot prepares the migration for
pushing load. Message MIGRATION for measurement is sent to the MP. The
migration is executed. If it is successfully finished, flag COUNT is reset and message
MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGEMENT is sent to both MP and the winning bid.
Otherwise, it just plus 1 in flag COUNT. Flag HOTSPOT is reset and the source node
will always run backoff algorithm afterwards (line 38-51, Algorithm 2). When the
winning bid PM knows the migration finished, it will reset its flag LOCK to make its
resources available for later auctions (line 74-78, Algorithm 3).
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Algorithm 2 Push strategy - Source node
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

if load_current >= Threshold_PUSH then
if HOTSPOT = 0 then
Set HOTSPOT to currentTimestamp
Multicast HOTSPOT MESSAGE(5) with local PM information
and information of all running VMs
while Replys_num < PMs_num - 1 and not TIMEOUT do
Listen for HOTSPOT REPLY(6)
Pick out information from HOTSPOT REPLY(6) and save
them into corresponding files
end while
for all VM_candidate:PM_bid pairs do
Calculate migration costs(pair_cost)
end for
Calculate the mean migration cost(mean_cost)
for all VM_candidate:PM_bid pairs do
if pair_cost <= mean_cost do
Calculate predicted entropy after
migration(entropy_pair)
Append entropy_pair to utilityArray
end if
end for
Sort utilityArray based on entropy(entropy_pairs)
Pick out the pair(pair_highest) with highest
entropy(entropy_highest)
Generate local PM information
Calculate original entropy(entropy_original)
if entropy_highest <= entropy_original then
Multicast RESOURCE RELEASE(9)
Set HOTSPOT to 0
Set COUNT to COUNT+1
else
Set winningBid(Migration_issuer) to the PM in
pair_highest
Set Migration_id to the VM in pair_highest
Multicast WINNING BID ANNOUNCEMENT(7) with
Migration_issuer and Migration_id
while Replys_num < 1 and not TIMEOUT do
Listen for WINNING BID ACKNOWLEDGMENT(8)
end while
if TIMEOUT or negative response then
Multicast RESOURCE RELEASE(9)
Set HOTSPOT to 0
Set COUNT to COUNT+1
else
Send MIGRATION(3) to MP
Run migration: migrate Migration_id to
Migration_issuer
if migration successfully finished then
Set COUNT to 0
Send MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGMENT(4) to both MP and
Migration_issuer
else
Set COUNT to COUNT+1
end if
Set HOTSPOT to 0
end if
end if
end if
Run backoff algorithm
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Algorithm 3 Push strategy - Candidate node(s)
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

elif receive HOTSPOT MESSAGE(5) then
if LOCK = ‘0:0’ then
Set LOCK to ‘currentTimestamp:Boss’ where boss is the
Source_node of HOTSPOT MESSAGE(5)
for all VMs in HOTSPOT MESSAGE(5) do
if VM fits the available resources and the predicted
local load after migration(load_EWMA) < Threshold_PUSH then
Append vm to VM_candidates
end if
end for
Send back HOTSPOT REPLY(6) with VM_candidates and local
PM information
else
Send back HOTSPOT REPLY(6) only with local PM information
end if
Listen for WINNING BID ANNOUNCEMENT(7) or RESOURCE
RELEASE(9)
elif receive WINNING BID ANNOUNCEMENT(7) then
if Boss in LOCK = the Source_node of WINNING BID
ANNOUNCEMENT(7) then
if Migration_issuer of WINNING BID ANNOUNCEMENT(7) =
localhost then
Send back WINNING BID ACKNOWLEDGMENT(8)
Listen for MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGMENT(4)
else
Set LOCK to ‘0:0’
end if
end if
elif receive MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGMENT(4) then
if Boss in LOCK = the Source_node of MIGRATION
ACKNOWLEDGMENT(4) then
Release resource
Set LOCK to ‘0:0’
end if

81
82
83

elif receive RESOURCE RELEASE(9) then
if Boss in LOCK = the Source_node of RESOURCE RELEASE(9)
then
Release resource
Set LOCK to ‘0:0’
end if

84
85
86
87

elif TIMEOUT for LOCK then
Release resource
Set LOCK to ‘0:0’
end if
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4.2.3

Pull algorithm

When a host observes that its CPU load is lower than the threshold for the Pull
strategy, it begins coldspot mitigation (line 1, Algorithm 4). If flag COLDSPOT is not
set, the host sets it and then multicasts a STEAL BROADCAST message (line 2-4,
Algorithm 4). Other PMs in the network receive the message. They generate their
local PM information as well as information of all VMs which are running on the host
and not locked in set VMs_locked. This information is included in STEAL
BROADCAST REPLY messages that are sent back to the source node (line 60-62,
Algorithm 5).
The source node collects all STEAL BROADCAST REPLY messages until all
PMs have replied or a TIMEOUT occurs (line 5-8, Algorithm 4). For each reply, the
coldspot PM checks the listed VMs to pick out candidates which fit the available
resource without creating a new coldspot on other PMs. Migration cost (pair_cost) for
each VM_candidate:PM pair is calculated (line 9-19, Algorithm 4). Afterwards, it gets
the mean cost for all candidates (mean_cost) and also the current entropy
(entropy_original) including the information of itself (line 20-22, Algorithm 4).
VM_candidate:PM pairs with pair_cost higher than mean_cost are discarded. The
predicted entropy values (entropy_pair) after running a migration for other pairs are
calculated. Only those pairs with entropy_pairs higher than entropy_original are
appended to the utilityArray. The set utilityArray is sorted afterwards (line 23-31,
Algorithm 4). If the utilityArray is empty, it means that the source node cannot get
any help from the other PMs. It increases flag COUNT with 1 and reset flag
COLDSPOT. Otherwise, provided there are candidates in the utilityArray, the source
node attempts to steal the candidate (pair_highest) with highest entropy_pair
(entropy_highest) in the set. It sends STEAL ATTEMPT to the PM (Migration_issuer)
specified in pair_highest to ask the candidate node to migrate the candidate VM
(Migration_id), which is also specified in pair_highest (line 32-40, Algorithm 4).
The candidate node receives a STEAL ATTEMPT message. It checks whether the
Migration_id asked to be migrated is locked in the set VMs_locked. If yes, the ack is
set to be negative. Otherwise, an ‘OK’ is set to be the ack and the Migration_id is
locked, appending to VMs_locked. Then it sends back STEAL ATTEMPT REPLY
with ack to the source node (line 63-70, Algorithm 5).
Back at the source node, if the positive response does not come, the current
candidate is discarded from the utilityArray. Again it will check to see whether the set
is empty now. If yes, flag COUNT is added by 1 and COLDSPOT is reset. If no, it will
try to steal the new pair_highest in the utilityArray, which is described above. The
source node will just wait for the migration to be finished if the candidate node gives it
a positive reply in STEAL ATTEMPT REPLY (line 41-53, Algorithm 4).
For the candidate node, if it response with ‘OK’ to the source node, it will start the
procedure for migration. MIGRATION message is sent to the MP, and then the
migration is executed. If the migration finished successfully, it sends the message
MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGEMENT to both the MP and the source node.
Whatever the result of migration is, the Migration_id is removed from VMs_locked
after migration procedure (line 71-78, Algorithm 5).
When the MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGEMENT comes to the source node, the
coldspot reset both flag COUNT and flag COLDSPOT (line 57-59, Algorithm 4 ).
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Algorithm 4 Pull strategy - Source node
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

if load_current <= Threshold_PULL then
if COLDSPOT = 0 then
Set COLDSPOT to currentTimestamp
Multicast STEAL BROADCAST(10)
while Replys_num < PMs_num - 1 and not TIMEOUT do
Listen for STEAL BROADCAST REPLY(11)
Pick out information from STEAL BROADCAST REPLY(11) and
save them into corresponding files
end while
for all PMs do
for all VMs in PM do
if VM fits the available resources of PM and the
predicted local load of PM after migration(load_EWMA) >
Threshold_PULL then
Append VM to VM_candidates for PM
Calculate migration cost(pair_cost)
end if
end for
if number of VM_candidates for PM > 0 then
Append PM to PMs
end if
end for
Calculate the mean migration cost(mean_cost)
Generate local PM information
Calculate original entropy(entropy_original)
for all VM_candidate:PM pairs do
if pair_cost <= mean_cost then
Calculate predicted entropy after
migration(entropy_pair)
if entropy_pair > entropy_original then
Append entropy_pair to utilityArray
end if
end if
end for
Sort utilityArray based on entropy(entropy_pairs)
if utilityArray is empty then
Set COUNT to COUNT+1
Set COLDSPOT to 0
else
while utilityArray is not empty do
Pick out the pair(pair_highest) with highest
entropy(entropy_highest)
Set Migration_issuer to the PM in pair_highest
Set Migration_id to the VM in pair_highest
Send STEAL ATTEMPT(12) with Migration_issuer and
Migration_id to Migration_issuer
while Replys_num < 1 and not TIMEOUT do
Listen for STEAL ATTEMPT ACKNOWLEDGMENT(13)
end while
if TIMEOUT or ack in STEAL ATTEMPT ACKNOWLEDGMENT(13)
is “NOT OK” then
Remove pair_highest from utilityArray
if utilityArray is empty then
Set COUNT to COUNT+1
Set COLDSPOT to 0
end if
else
Listen for MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGMENT(4)
end if
end while
end if
end if
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56
57
58
59

Run backoff algorithm
elif receive MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGMENT(4) then
Set COUNT to 0
Set COLDSPOT to 0

Algorithm 5 Pull strategy - Candidate node(s)
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

4.2.4

elif receive STEAL BROADCAST(10) then
Generate local PM information and information of all
running unlocked(not in VMs_locked) VMs
Send back STEAL BROADCAST REPLY(11)
elif receive STEAL ATTEMPT(12) then
if Migration_id of STEAL ATTEMPT(12) is in VMs_locked then
Set ack to ‘NOT OK’
else
Set ack to ‘OK’
Append Migration_id of STEAL ATTEMPT(12) to VMs_locked
end if
Send back STEAL ATTEMPT REPLY(13) with ack
if ack = ‘OK’ then
Send MIGRATION(3) to MP
Run migration: migrate Migration_id to the Source_node of
STEAL ATTEMPT(12)
if migration succefully finished then
Send MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGMENT(4) to both MP and the
Source_node of STEAL ATTEMPT(12)
end if
Remove Migration_id from VMs_locked
end if
end if

Hybrid algorithm

As described in previous sections, Hybrid algorithm is a combination of Push and
Pull algorithms. Its walk-through codes are shown in Algorithm 6 and Algorithm 7.
Based on Push and Pull strategies, Hybrid is implemented by applying a combination
of resource locking. When generating information of VMs for HOTSPOT message, the
hotspot PM inspects VMs_locked to pick out unlocked VMs (line 4, Algorithm 6).
After receiving a positive acknowledgement from the winner candidate node, the
hotspot PM checks again the VMs_locked to make sure that the VM selected for
migration is not locked by other processes (line 39, Algorithm 6). If it is locked, the
migration is cancelled with flag COUNT added by 1 (line 51, Algorithm 6). Before
starting the migration, VM Migration_id is locked (line 40, Algorithm 6) until the
migration process is finished (line 49, Algorithm 6). Accordingly, a coldspot checks
its LOCK flag before it multicasts either STEAL BROADCAST or STEAL
ATTEMPT message (line 60, line 98, Algorithm 6). Before it attempts to steal a VM
from candidate node, its resources are locked by setting the LOCK flag. The flag is
reset on either one of two conditions. The first is, if the removal operation after
receiving a negative acknowledgement makes utilityArray empty, which means a
failure (line 108, Algorithm 6). The second condition is when the expected migration
is finished (line 125, Algorithm 6). For candidate nodes, the reaction procedures are
exactly the same as illustrated in previous sections (Algorithm 7).
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Algorithm 6 Hybrid strategy - Source node
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

if load_current >= Threshold_PUSH then
if HOTSPOT = 0 then
Set HOTSPOT to currentTimestamp
Multicast HOTSPOT MESSAGE(5) with local PM information
and information of all running unlocked (not in VMs_locked)
VMs
while Replys_num < PMs_num - 1 and not TIMEOUT do
Listen for HOTSPOT REPLY(6)
Pick out information from HOTSPOT REPLY(6) and save
them into corresponding files
end while
for all VM_candidate:PM_bid pairs do
Calculate migration costs(pair_cost)
end for
Calculate the mean migration cost(mean_cost)
for all VM_candidate:PM_bid pairs do
if pair_cost <= mean_cost do
Calculate predicted entropy after
migration(entropy_pair)
Append entropy_pair to utilityArray
end if
end for
Sort utilityArray based on entropy(entropy_pairs)
Pick out the pair(pair_highest) with highest
entropy(entropy_highest)
Generate local PM information
Calculate original entropy(entropy_original)
if entropy_highest <= entropy_original then
Multicast RESOURCE RELEASE(9)
Set HOTSPOT to 0
Set COUNT to COUNT+1
else
Set winningBid(Migration_issuer) to the PM in
pair_highest
Set Migration_id to the VM in pair_highest
Multicast WINNING BID ANNOUNCEMENT(7) with
Migration_issuer and Migration_id
while Replys_num < 1 and not TIMEOUT do
Listen for WINNING BID ACKNOWLEDGMENT(8)
end while
if TIMEOUT or negative response then
Multicast RESOURCE RELEASE(9)
Set HOTSPOT to 0
Set COUNT to COUNT+1
else
if Migration_id is not in VMs_locked then
Append Migration_id to VMs_locked
Send MIGRATION(3) to MP
Run migration: migrate Migration_id to
Migration_issuer
if migration succefully finished then
Set COUNT to 0
Send MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGMENT(4) to both MP and
Migration_issuer
else
Set COUNT to COUNT+1
end if
Remove Migration_id from VMs_locked
else
Set COUNT to COUNT+1
end if
Set HOTSPOT to 0
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60
61
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64
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72
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74
75
76
77
78
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80
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82
83
84
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86
87
88
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end if
end if
end if
Run backoff algorithm
elif load_current <= Threshold_PULL then
if COLDSPOT = 0 then
if LOCK = ‘0:0’ then
Set COLDSPOT to currentTimestamp
Multicast STEAL BROADCAST(10)
while Replys_num < PMs_num - 1 and not TIMEOUT do
Listen for STEAL BROADCAST REPLY(11)
Pick out information from STEAL BROADCAST REPLY(11)
and save them into corresponding files
end while
for all PMs do
for all VMs in PM do
if VM fits the available resources of PM and the
predicted local load of PM after migration(load_EWMA) >
Threshold_PULL then
Append VM to VM_candidates for PM
Calculate migration cost(pair_cost)
end if
end for
if number of VM_candidates for PM > 0 then
Append PM to PMs
end if
end for
Calculate the mean migration cost(mean_cost)
Generate local PM information
Calculate original entropy(entropy_original)
for all VM_candidate:PM pairs do
if pair_cost <= mean_cost then
Calculate predicted entropy after
migration(entropy_pair)
if entropy_pair > entropy_original then
Append entropy_pair to utilityArray
end if
end if
end for
Sort utilityArray based on entropy(entropy_pairs)
if utilityArray is empty then
Set COUNT to COUNT+1
Set COLDSPOT to 0
else
while utilityArray is not empty do
Pick out the pair(pair_highest) with highest
entropy(entropy_highest)
Set Migration_issuer to the PM in pair_highest
Set Migration_id to the VM in pair_highest
if LOCK = ‘0:0’ then
Set LOCK to ‘currentTimestamp:Boss’ where boss is
the Destination_node of STEAL ATTEMPT(12)
Send STEAL ATTEMPT(12) with Migration_issuer and
Migration_id to Migration_issuer
while Replys_num < 1 and not TIMEOUT do
Listen for STEAL ATTEMPT ACKNOWLEDGMENT(13)
end while
if TIMEOUT or ack in STEAL ATTEMPT
ACKNOWLEDGMENT(13) is “NOT OK” then
Remove pair_highest from utilityArray
if utilityArray is empty then
Set COUNT to COUNT+1
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109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

Set LOCK to ‘0:0’
Set COLDSPOT to 0
end if
else
Listen for MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGMENT(4)
end if
else
Set COLDSPOT to 0
end if
end while
end if
end if
end if
Run backoff algorithm

122 elif receive MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGMENT(4) then
123
Set COUNT to 0
124
Set COLDSPOT to 0
125
Set LOCK to ‘0:0’
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Algorithm 7 Hybrid strategy - Candidate node(s)
126 elif receive HOTSPOT MESSAGE(5) then
127
if LOCK = ‘0:0’ then
128
Set LOCK to ‘currentTimestamp:Boss’ where boss is the
Source_node of HOTSPOT MESSAGE(5)
129
for all VMs in HOTSPOT MESSAGE(5) do
130
if VM fits the available resources and the predicted
local load after migration(load_EWMA) < Threshold_PUSH then
131
Append vm to VM_candidates
132
end if
133
end for
134
Send back HOTSPOT REPLY(6) with VM_candidates and local
PM information
135
else
136
Send back HOTSPOT REPLY(6) only with local PM information
137
end if
138
Listen for WINNING BID ANNOUNCEMENT(7) or RESOURCE
RELEASE(9)
139 elif receive WINNING BID ANNOUNCEMENT(7) then
140
if Boss in LOCK = the Source_node of WINNING BID
ANNOUNCEMENT(7) then
141
if Migration_issuer of WINNING BID ANNOUNCEMENT(7) =
localhost then
142
Send back WINNING BID ACKNOWLEDGMENT(8)
143
Listen for MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGMENT(4)
144
else
145
Set LOCK to ‘0:0’
146
end if
147
end if
148 elif receive MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGMENT(4) then
149
if Boss in LOCK = the Source_node of MIGRATION
ACKNOWLEDGMENT(4) then
150
Release resource
151
Set LOCK to ‘0:0’
152
end if
153 elif receive RESOURCE RELEASE(9) then
154
if Boss in LOCK = the Source_node of RESOURCE RELEASE(9)
then
155
Release resource
156
Set LOCK to ‘0:0’
157
end if
158 elif TIMEOUT for LOCK then
159
Release resource
160
Set LOCK to ‘0:0’
161 elif receive STEAL BROADCAST(10) then
162
Generate local PM information and information of all
running unlocked(not in VMs_locked) VMs
163
Send back STEAL BROADCAST REPLY(11)
164 elif receive STEAL ATTEMPT(12) then
165
if Migration_id of STEAL ATTEMPT(12) is in VMs_locked then
166
Set ack to ‘NOT OK’
167
else
168
Set ack to ‘OK’
169
Append Migration_id of STEAL ATTEMPT(12) to VMs_locked
170
end if
171
Send back STEAL ATTEMPT REPLY(13) with ack
172
if ack = ‘OK’ then
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173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

Send MIGRATION(3) to MP
Run migration: migrate Migration_id to the Source_node of
STEAL ATTEMPT(12)
if migration succefully finished then
Send MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGMENT(4) to both MP and the
Source_node of STEAL ATTEMPT(12)
end if
Remove Migration_id from VMs_locked
end if
end if

4.3

Parameters and Measurements

4.3.1

Initial set up

The initial parameters are indicated in Table H-1 in the appendix.
All parameters can be set in the algorithms except “initialSystemLoad”, which
varies depending on the numbers of PMs, VMs and their performance. Hence load
identification is performed to identify how to create the low/medium/high system loads.
The identification is performed by creating or removing VMs, and adjusting their loads
until the stable system load meets desired values. After load identification for testbed,
we discovered that the highest Normalized system load for our testbed to work was
properly 0.55. Therefore the thresholds are adjusted to 0.55 for Push strategy and 0.25
for Pull strategy. The low/medium/high system loads are adjusted to 0.25/0.4/0.55
respectively.

4.3.2

Performance Metrics

In this section, we state four important performance metrics for measuring the
performance of automated live migration algorithms: System performance, Overhead
traffic, Migration attempts over time, Migrations over time, and Normalized system
load.
System performance
As mentioned in 3.4.2, our System performance model is an entropy-based model
that measures the balance in a distribution. It gathers load information of all the PMs
and calculates the System performance. The result is a number between 0 and 1. The
closer to 1, the better balance it is. System performance is measured over time.
Migration attempts over time and Migrations over time
Migration attempts over time is the number of attempts for migration. When a host
becomes a hotspot or a coldspot, it reacts to that state by transmitting a message in an
attempt to get help from other PMs in the network. The attempt succeeds only if the
migration is successfully executed. Otherwise, it fails. This parameter is measured the
number of HOTSPOT and STEAL ATTEMPT messages over time.
Migrations over time is the number of successful migrations. It is measured by
collecting the number of MIGRATION ACKNOWLEDGEMENT messages over time.
Overhead Traffic
Our model triggers transmission of messages among hosts in the network. It is also
interesting to observe the value of traffic generated by the communication protocol.
Overhead traffic was calculated by measuring the overall traffic in the network, then
subtracting the traffic of the migrations. The result value includes lower layer headers,
and the payload from our communication protocol. It is measured for various strategies,
system loads, and hypervisors, and also for different scenarios.
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Normalized system load
This parameter is used to monitor whether the Normalized system load over time
meets the test load profiles. The load of PM i, ܽ , is calculated by formula (3.2).
Normalized load in the system (ܮ ) can be then formulated as:
σ 

ܮ ൌ  సభ 
(4.1)

In (4.1), n is the number of PMs in the system. The value ܽ of each PM is already
calculated when performing the System performance model.

4.4

Testbed
Hardware
4 PMs: Dell Optiplex 745, Intel core2 Duo processor 2.40 MHz, 2 VCPU, memory
2 GB,
1 MP: HP dx5150 SFF (PE680AV), AMD 64 processor 3200+, 1 VCPU, memory
768 MB,
1 Shared storage server: HP dx5150 SFF (PE680AV), AMD 64 processor 3200+,
1 VCPU, storage 24 GB with iSCSI,
1 Fast Ethernet Switch (100Mb/s).
Software
Xen hypervisor
All computers run Xen-amd64 with Ubuntu 12.04 precise based.
All VMs run paravirtualized Debian 7.4.0 Wheezy image.
KVM hypervisor
All computers run Qemu-kvm-64bit with Ubuntu 12.04 precise based.
All VMs run Hardware assisted virtualized Debian 7.4.0 Wheezy image.
MP specification
Ubuntu 12.04 precise based.
VMs specification
VMs specification: 1 VCPU, memory 256 MB, storage 1 GB
Each VM is randomly stressed with low, medium or high load.
Test architecture
A simple architecture is created for experiment. It consists of 4 PMs, 1 MP and 1
shared storage. All devices are connected to a switch via Ethernet link as shown in
Figure 4.1. MP is set up especially for the thesis to measure performance metrics of
live migration algorithms.
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Figure 4.1 Test architecture

4.5

Scenarios
We have adjusted our experiment to be performed without OpenStack due to
unavailability of OpenStack equipment. The tests are defined by five main scenarios:
1. Normal without variable threshold
The objective of this scenario is to observe the performance with a basic model.
The thresholds are fixed. The system load is fixed.
2. Normal with variable thresholds
The objective of this scenario is to observe the performance when applying
variable threshold to the basic model. The threshold changes over time. The system
load is fixed. The purpose of the variable thresholds is to improve the system
balancing more efficiently than the first scenario.
3. Burst with variable thresholds
The objective of this scenario is to observe the performance when a burst of
workload arrives at the system. The concerned issue is the time taken to stabilize the
System performance.
4. Drain with variable thresholds
This scenario is the counterpart to Burst, i.e. the system load is instantly decreased.
5. Normal with variable thresholds and fluctuation
The objective of this scenario is to observe the performance with fluctuant system
load, by adding and removing VMs at certain time. The adding operation is based on
exponential distribution, while removing is based on uniform distribution. The
combination of different distributions is used to create a non-uniform load behavior in
the test.
Each scenario is run for 20000 seconds. They are performed separately with low
system load (0.25), medium system load (0.4), and high system load (0.55). They are
also conducted with different strategies and hypervisors. All scenarios are in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1 Test scenarios
ID
1
2
3
4
5

Type

Load

Normal Low/Medium/High
Normal Low/Medium/High
Burst
Low/Medium
Drain
Medium/High
Normal Low/Medium/High

Variable Fluctuation
threshold
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Strategy

Hypervisor

Push/Pull/Hybrid
Push/Pull/Hybrid
Push/Pull/Hybrid
Push/Pull/Hybrid
Push/Pull/Hybrid

Xen/KVM
Xen/KVM
Xen/KVM
Xen/KVM
Xen/KVM
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5

EVALUATION

In this chapter, the results of the tests will be compared to those generated by
simulator (OMNET++) from [22]. The results will be shown in five sections
corresponding to five main scenarios. Each scenario will display the results for
different strategies (Push/Pull/Hybrid), initial system loads (low/medium/high), and
hypervisors (Xen/KVM).

5.1

Adjustment of experiment setting
When using the algorithms from [22], most tests, especially those with medium
and high loads, failed at the beginning of the experiment stage. This was due to the
failures of one or more hosts. We discovered that the hosts failed because there were
too many VMs migrated to them, which overloaded them until they cannot response.
When diagnosing the problem, we found that the destination host load did not increase
immediately after a VM was migrated to it. This means that other VMs can be
migrated to the same host right after the completion of the last migration. The host still
announces the low load value in reply to HOTSPOT messages or constructs STEAL
BROADCAST messages, asking for more VMs. The behavior can be illustrated by the
following example:
Suppose a host is 0.2 loaded initially, and all VMs running in the network are 0.2
loaded. VMs are indicated as VM1, VM2 … VMn. The case that it is considered as the
winner for a migration in Push strategy can be as follows:
1. In the first round, the host replies to HOTSPOT message with the load value of
0.2. It is announced as the winner. VM1 is migrated to it.
2. It comes the second round immediately. Although VM1 is already running on the
host, the average load generated from system is still 0.2.It again sends the load
value with 0.2 to the source node of HOTSPOT message. It is chosen as the
winner again. VM2 is migrated then.
3. In the nth round, there are VM1, VM2 … VMn-1 already running on the host. But
the host still gets the value of 0.2 for its average load. If it is again selected as the
winner, VMn will be also migrated.
As shown in Table 5-1, the host cannot generate its real load right after a migration.
The reason is that Linux load is computed as a EWMA and thus it takes some time
before current values have an impact on the load result [47]. If the host accepts too
many VMs during this time, as a result, resource starvation occurs and the host cannot
response.

Table 5-1 Example for how a host gets overloaded
Round
0
1
2
3
N

Average load right
after migration
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

Average load after a period of time
after migration
0.2
0.2 + VM1 (0.2)
0.2 + VM1 (0.2) + VM2 (0.2)
0.2 + VM1 (0.2) + VM2 (0.2) + VM3 (0.2)
0.2 + VM1 (0.2) + VM2 (0.2) + … + VMn (0.2)

To solve the problem, we extended a period before releasing the resource lock
after a migration on the destination host in order to increase the host load. This period
must be short to avoid influencing the performance of algorithms, but it must also be
long enough for host load to increase such as to reflect the true load. A period of 30
seconds was set up and it is observed to be suitable for our testbed.
Similar problem occurs in the opposite way. The hotspot will use its old load to
construct the HOTSPOT messages or reply to the STEAL BROADCAST messages.
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As a result, all VMs on it may be migrated to the other hosts. It is a vicious circle. The
host becomes low loaded, which has the problems stated before. Hence, we also add a
period for the load to decrease on source host after a migration. The time is set to 45
seconds for our testbed. It is because that KVM takes longer time to decrease its load.
To compare the results of KVM to Xen, the time as a condition needs to be the same.
We decided to take 45 seconds after experimental debugging.

5.2

Results
The term profile is used according to [22] for presenting: Push low, Push medium,
Push high, Pull low, Pull medium, Pull high, Hybrid low, Hybrid medium and Hybrid
high. The first word of each profile refers to the strategy and the second word refers to
the initial system load (low 0.25, medium 0.4 and high 0.55). Firstly, the simulation
results from [22] are compared with those from the testbed when Xen was used as
hypervisor. This is done because the simulation models were based on Xen.
Essentially, this is a way to validate the simulation results. Then, testbed results from
two different hypervisors, Xen and KVM, are compared.. In this case, we are
interested in finding out if the choice of hypervisor matters from a performance point
of view. Finally the results with the new strategy Hybrid are compared with those with
Push and Pull. Influences of communication protocol to the performance are
considered by analysis of Overhead traffic. The experiments generate many graphs,
while only graphs relevant to the text are shown in this section.

5.2.1

Scenario: Normal without Variable Threshold

Comparing results from simulation and testbed.
Observing the graphs from simulation in Figure 5.2(a), we can see that they
display the System performance for each profile and that the curves are well-separated
from each other. Push high is at the top of the graph, close to value 1.0 on the y-scale,
while Pull high is at the bottom. It means Push high has the best System performance
and Pull high has the worst one. When observing the graphs from testbed in Figure
5.2(b), they are packed tightly together while fluctuating around a high value on the yaxis, which means all profiles have similar System performance. They are not clearly
separated as in Figure 5.2(a), because there are too few PMs on our testbed. As a result,
a little amount of migrations can raise the System performance to high values.
Migration attempts over time from simulation in Figure 5.3(a) rise up to the high
peak at the beginning of the test. Then they become steady over time. In contrast, the
migration attempts graphs from the testbed in Figure 5.3(b) keep steady over time. The
graphs do not rise up to the peak at the beginning because we have a waiting period on
the testbed to avoid node failure, as described in section 5.1. When looking at the
algorithms’ behavior, similar behavior is displayed in both simulation and testbed
graphs. The algorithms have the most migration attempts in Push high when
implementing Push strategy and the most migration attempts in Pull low when
implementing Pull strategy. In the rest of profiles, the amounts are low. It shows the
good algorithms’ behavior. Based on this assumption, further comparisons considering
other issuers will present results from one strategy.
Figure 5.4 show the same trend for Migrations over time in simulation and testbed,
which is according to the algorithms’ behavior. The highest number of migrations is
still observed in Push high when implementing Push strategy and in Pull low when
implementing Pull strategy. The numbers are low in the rest of profiles.
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Normalized System Load Over Time
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Figure 5.1 Normal - Normalized system load profiled from testbed, without variable
threshold.
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(a) Simulation: 19 PMs
System Performance Over Time
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs

Figure 5.2 Normal - System performance, without variable threshold.
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(a) Simulation: 19 PMs
Migration Attempts Over Time
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs

Figure 5.3 Normal - Migration attempts over time, without variable threshold
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(a) Simulation: 19 PMs
Migrations Over Time
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs

Figure 5.4 Normal - Migrations over time, without variable threshold
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Comparing results from testbed with different hypervisors: Xen and KVM.
When comparing the graphs from Xen and KVM in Figure 5.5, we can see that the
System performance with Xen is improved faster than that with KVM. It is because a
migration attempt is harder to be successful with KVM, which also make KVM have
less number of Migrations over time. This issue will be clarified below when
discussing about the Migrations over time graphs.
Migration attempts over time from Xen and KVM in Figure 5.6 display similarity
for both trend and quantity. For example, the highest number of migration attempts in
Pull low is observed when implementing Pull strategy. At the same time, the number is
low for the other profiles. It can be assumed that the algorithms implemented in KVM
behave as predicted by simulations. According to it, further comparisons considering
other metrics will present the results with one hypervisor.
Different numbers of Migrations over time can be observed when looking at the
graphs from Xen in Figure 5.7(a), Figure 5.8(a) and those from KVM in Figure 5.7(b),
Figure 5.8(b). KVM has much less Migrations over time than Xen, because it is harder
for a migration attempt to be successful in KVM. Xen and KVM extract load values
from different sources. Xen extracts its load from Xenload, but KVM extracts its load
from Linux load as described earlier in section 4.1. When a PM receives a HOTSPOT
message or a STEAL BROADCAST message, it sends a request message to all its
VMs for VM information. VM load is requested via this message. As VMs in our
experiment are Linux-based, they reply to the request with their Linux loads. We
observed that VM load increases the load on KVM by the same amount, but it
produces significantly less load on Xen. For example, a VM with Linux load 0.3 can
increase PM load on KVM by 0.3 after the migration, but it can only increase the PM
load on Xen by 0.2. It causes fewer successful migrations in KVM for both Push
strategy in Figure 5.7(b) and Pull strategy in Figure 5.8(b). The behavior is illustrated
by the following examples:
We assume a migration in Push strategy, where a PM has a PM load of 0.1. All
VMs in the example have Linux VM load of 0.3, which is evaluated as 0.2 on Xen.
The threshold for Push is set to 0.7. After completion of the first round migration to
the PM, the load for this PM on KVM increases to 0.1 + 0.3 = 0.4, but that on Xen
increases to 0.1 + 0.2 = 0.3. The same host then receives a new HOTSPOT message.
When calculating KVM load after migration, it has load 0.4 + 0.3 = 0.7, becoming a
new hotspot. So the host is discarded from the set of candidates by the source host. But
when calculating Xen load, it becomes 0.3 + 0.3 = 0.6, which is still under the
threshold. The migration can be performed.
In Pull case, similarly, we assume a host has PM load of 0.9. VMs have Linux VM
load 0.3, reflected to be 0.2 on Xen. The threshold for Pull is set to 0.3. After
completion of the first round migration to the host, KVM load decreases to 0.9 - 0.3 =
0.6, but Xen load decreases to 0.9 - 0.2 = 0.7. The same host receives a new STEAL
BROADCAST message. When calculating KVM load after migration, it is 0.6 - 0.3 =
0.3, which leads to a new coldspot. So the host is discarded from the set of candidates
by the source node. But when calculating Xen load after migration, it gets 0.7 - 0.3 =
0.4, still above the threshold. Then, the migration can be performed.
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(b) KVM

Figure 5.5 Normal (Pull) - System performance, without variable threshold
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Figure 5.6 Normal (Pull) - Migration attempts over time, without variable threshold
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Figure 5.7 Normal (Push) - Migrations over time, without variable threshold
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(b) KVM

Figure 5.8 Normal (Pull) - Migrations over time, without variable threshold
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Comparing results from testbed with different strategies: Push, Pull and
Hybrid.
When comparing the Hybrid profile graphs from Xen in Figure 5.9(c) with the
Push ones from Xen in Figure 5.9(a), and the Pull ones from Xen in Figure 5.9(b), we
can see that the System performance in three profiles are similar and all curves raise
quickly to a well-distributed system load. It means System performance is not
improved more efficiently when applying hybrid strategy.
Observing Migration attempts over time from Xen in Figure 5.10(c), we can see
that Hybrid behaves similar to Push under high load in Figure 5.10(a), where the
highest number of migration attempts can be observed. It also behaves similar to Pull
for the low load in Figure 5.10(b). It is because both upper and lower threshold are set
in Hybrid. The migrations can be initiated by either a hotspot or a coldspot. Hybrid
strategy is shown to respond rapidly in all profiles. In Figure 5.10(c), an increment of
Migration attempts over time can be observed in medium profile. It is because that PM
load in this case is between the upper and the lower threshold. There are many
possibilities to reach the thresholds and trigger migrations.
Figure 5.11(c) shows that Migrations over time are high in all profiles with Hybrid.
It is because Hybrid behaves similar to Push with high load as shown in Figure 5.11(a),
and similar to Pull with low load in Figure 5.11(b). Migrations over time in medium
profile increase because of the increment of Migration attempts over time.
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.9 Normal - System performance with Xen, without variable threshold.
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.10 Normal - Migration attempts over time with Xen, without variable
threshold.
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.11 Normal - Migrations over time with Xen, without variable threshold.
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Overhead traffic of Algorithms
Overhead traffic generated by algorithms in all profiles has the same trends as the
Migrations over time. For example, as shown in Figure 5.12, in Push profiles in the
scenario of normal without variable threshold on Xen, same trends can be observed in
all profiles. It shows that Overhead traffic depends on Migrations over time. Overhead
traffic is high when there are many migrations, and close to zero when there are few or
no migrations. It is because the messages from algorithms are not sent periodically, but
on demand.
Statistics of Overhead traffic for this scenario are displayed in Table 5-2 for Xen
and in Table 5-3 for KVM. They are displayed with average values in the interval of
1000s.

Table 5-2 Overhead traffic statistics (Normal without variable threshold on Xen)
Strategy

Load

Push
Push
Push
Pull
Pull
Pull
Hybrid
Hybrid
Hybrid

High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low

Normal without variable threshold on Xen
Max(Kb/s) Min(Kb/s) Mean(Kb/s) Median(Kb/s)
80.40
46.86
2.31
4.83
6.94
52.87
75.95
81.38
54.01

41.56
2.33
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
10.65
49.09
0.02

63.63
24.57
0.15
0.27
0.52
24.61
42.23
62.55
33.28

66.04
21.30
0.02
0.02
0.03
31.84
40.14
62.64
37.82

Standard
deviation
8.94
14.31
0.51
1.10
1.59
18.74
19.59
9.15
16.18

Table 5-3 Overhead traffic statistics (Normal without variable threshold on KVM)
Strategy

Load

Push
Push
Push
Pull
Pull
Pull
Hybrid
Hybrid
Hybrid

High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low

Normal without variable threshold on KVM
Max(Kb/s) Min(Kb/s) Mean(Kb/s) Median(Kb/s)
9.23
2.00
0.10
2.62
1.81
0.08
7.30
0.67
0.14

0.10
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02

2.58
0.38
0.03
0.23
0.29
0.04
1.98
0.08
0.03

1.92
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
1.83
0.02
0.02

Standard
deviation
2.17
0.74
0.02
0.67
0.50
0.02
2.14
0.16
0.03

It can be observed that the Overhead traffic on Xen is larger than that on KVM. It
is because the number of Migrations over time for Xen is larger as illustrated before.
We can observe that the minimum Overhead traffic value is very small, such as 0.01
Kb/s in Push medium for KVM in Table 5-3. It is because there is not any migration in
that period. The highest Overhead traffic value observed in this scenario is 81.38 Kb/s
in Hybrid medium on Xen in Table 5-2. It is negligible in Fast Ethernet link (100Mb/s).
We assume that the algorithms generate just a little Overhead traffic.
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(b) Overhead traffic in Kb/s

Figure 5.12 Normal without variable threshold (Push, Xen) - Overhead traffic
comparing with Migrations over time
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5.2.2

Scenario: Normal with Variable Threshold

Comparing results from simulation and testbed.
Observing Figure 5.2(a) and Figure 5.14(a), System performance from simulation
scenarios is improved with variable threshold. However, no significant difference can
be observed by comparing the graphs of results from testbed in Figure 5.2(b) and
Figure 5.14(b). System performance is not improved with variable threshold on our
testbed because it can already reach the high value close to 1 quickly in the scenario of
normal without variable threshold. It is due to a small number of PMs on the testbed as
mentioned in section 5.2.1.
When looking at Migration attempts over time from simulation in Figure 5.15(a)
and from testbed in Figure 5.15(b), similar observation from the first scenario can be
seen. Simulation’s graphs rise up to the high peak at the beginning of the test and then
become steady over time. In contrast, the migration attempts graphs from the testbed in
Figure 5.15(b) are just steady over time. They do not rise up to the peak at the
beginning of the test because we add a waiting period. When observing the algorithms’
behavior, similar behavior is displayed in both simulation and testbed graphs. The
largest number of migration attempts is found in Push high when implementing the
Push strategy and in Pull low when implementing Pull. The numbers are small in the
rest of profiles. This confirms the good algorithms’ behavior. Furthermore, when
comparing the Migration attempts over time in Figure 5.15(b) and Figure 5.3(b), it
increases with variable threshold. It is because there are more possibilities to reach the
thresholds and trigger migrations, since the threshold changes over time.
Similar observation from the first scenario can also be seen when observing
Migrations over time. Figure 5.16 shows the same trend for Migrations over time in
simulation and testbed, which is according to the algorithms’ behavior. The largest
amount of migrations is still observed in Push high for Push and in Pull low for Pull.
And it is low in the rest of profiles.
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Figure 5.13 Normal - Normalized system load profiles from testbed, with variable
threshold.
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs

Figure 5.14 Normal - System performance, with variable threshold.
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs

Figure 5.15 Normal - Migration attempts over time, with variable threshold
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs

Figure 5.16 Normal - Migrations over time, with variable threshold
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Comparing results from testbed with different hypervisors: Xen and KVM.
When comparing the graphs with Xen and KVM in Figure 5.17, we can see that
the System performance on Xen is still improved faster than KVM. Variable thresholds
help increasing the possibilities to perform migrations by increasing the chances for a
PM to reach the thresholds. But it does not increase the possibility for successful
migrations. It is still harder for KVM to obtain successful migration attempts than Xen,
which makes KVM have fewer Migrations over time, as described in section 5.2.1.
Migration attempts over time on Xen and KVM shown in Figure 5.18 display
similarity for both trend and quantity. Same observation as the previous scenario can
be seen again. Such as, the highest number of migration attempts in Pull low is
observed when implementing Pull strategy. It can be confirmed that the algorithms
implemented on KVM behave according to simulations.
Different numbers of Migrations over time can be observed when looking at the
graphs from Xen in Figure 5.19(a) and from KVM in Figure 5.19(b). KVM has much
smaller number of Migrations over time than Xen. It is because they extract load
values from different sources as described previously, and variable thresholds do not
increase the number of successful migrations.
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(b) KVM

Figure 5.17 Normal (Pull) - System performance, with variable threshold
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(b) KVM

Figure 5.18 Normal (Pull) - Migration attempts over time, with variable threshold
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(b) KVM

Figure 5.19 Normal (Pull) - Migrations over time, with variable threshold
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Comparing results from testbed with different strategies: Push, Pull and
Hybrid.
Similar behavior from the previous scenario can be observed. When comparing
results from testbed with different strategies in Figure 5.20. The System performance
in three profiles are similar, that is are all high. System performance is not improved
more efficiently when applying hybrid strategy.
Observing Migration attempts over time from Xen in Figure 5.21(c), we can see
again that Hybrid behaves similar to Push for the high load in Figure 5.21(a), where
the largest number of migration attempts can be observed. It also behaves similar to
Pull for the low load in Figure 5.21(b). This is because both upper and lower
thresholds are set in Hybrid. So migrations can be initiated by either hotspot or
coldspot. It means Hybrid strategy can response rapidly in all profiles. There are more
Migration attempts over time in medium profile for Hybrid strategy. It is because PM
load is between upper and lower thresholds, producing more possibilities to try to
initiate migrations.
Figure 5.22(c) shows the Migrations over time are high in all profiles. It is because
Hybrid behaves similar to Push for the high load in Figure 5.22(a) and Pull for the low
load in Figure 5.22(b). Migrations over time in medium profile increase because of the
increment of Migration attempts over time. It has the same trend as described in the
previous scenario.
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.20 Normal - System performance with Xen, with variable threshold.
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.21 Normal - Migration attempts over time with Xen, with variable threshold.
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.22 Normal - Migrations over time with Xen, with variable threshold.
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Overhead traffic of Algorithms
Overhead traffic generated by algorithms in all profiles has similar trends as the
Migrations over time. For example, in Push profiles with Xen in Figure 5.23, same
trends can be observed for all profiles.
Statistics of Overhead traffic for this scenario are display in Table 5-4 for Xen and
Table 5-5 for KVM..

Table 5-4 Overhead traffic statistics (Normal with variable threshold on Xen)
Strategy

Load

Push
Push
Push
Pull
Pull
Pull
Hybrid
Hybrid
Hybrid

High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low

Normal with variable threshold on Xen
Max(Kb/s) Min(Kb/s) Mean(Kb/s) Median(Kb/s)
73.15
63.25
7.06
7.14
23.51
55.04
86.13
85.60
55.03

36.42
19.66
0.02
0.02
2.29
24.37
53.08
41.85
31.58

56.57
38.97
2.57
1.22
11.27
47.17
71.99
63.58
43.06

55.70
39.38
2.31
0.02
10.03
48.63
71.14
64.58
43.45

Standard
deviation
10.94
10.07
2.37
2.23
6.54
6.73
8.15
11.30
7.49

Table 5-5 Overhead traffic statistics (Normal with variable threshold on KVM)
Strategy

Load

Push
Push
Push
Pull
Pull
Pull
Hybrid
Hybrid
Hybrid

High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low

Normal with variable threshold on KVM
Max(Kb/s) Min(Kb/s) Mean(Kb/s) Median(Kb/s)
2.28
6.37
0.03
3.65
1.27
0.11
3.44
2.02
0.22

0.06
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.01
0.02

0.46
1.43
0.02
0.35
0.27
0.03
1.09
0.77
0.03

0.29
0.60
0.02
0.02
0.12
0.02
0.85
0.70
0.02

Standard
deviation
0.57
1.69
0.01
0.91
0.38
0.02
0.95
0.57
0.05

The Overhead traffic on Xen is shown to be larger than that on KVM. It is because
the number of Migrations over time in Xen is larger as shown earlier. We can observe
that the minimum Overhead traffic value is 0.01 Kb/s in Pull medium on KVM in
Table 5-5. It is because there are not any migrations. The highest Overhead traffic
value in this scenario is observed in Hybrid high on Xen in Table 5-4 with value of
86.13 Kb/s, which is negligible in Fast Ethernet link (100Mb/s). We can confirm that
the algorithms generate just a little Overhead traffic.
When comparing mean values of Overhead traffic in this scenario for Xen in Table
5-4 and those from previous scenario in Table 5-2, it can be observed an increase for
almost all profiles in this scenario. For example, the mean Overhead traffic of Push
medium in this scenario is 38.97, while it is 24.57 in the first scenario. It is because the
number of Migrations over time increases. But when comparing the mean values of
Overhead traffic for KVM in Table 5-5 and Table 5-3, it cannot be observed such an
obvious increase in this scenario. It is because the number of Migrations over time
does not increase for KVM as mentioned before.
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(b) Overhead traffic in Kb/s

Figure 5.23 Normal with variable threshold (Push, Xen) - Overhead traffic
comparing with Migrations over time
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5.2.3

Scenario: Burst with Variable Threshold

Comparing results from simulation and testbed.
The System performance from simulation in Figure 5.25(a) drops immediately
when load increases at T (10000s). Also, it takes time in simulation to recover the high
System performance. It is because a burst of workload arrives at that time. But no
significant drops of System performance at T (10000s) can be seen in all graphs from
testbed in Figure 5.25(b). It is because there are too few PMs on testbed. Small number
of migrations can raise the System performance to a high value and the migrations are
executed immediately when bursts of workload arrive.
When comparing the Migration attempts over time graphs from simulation in
Figure 5.26(a), and that from testbed in Figure 5.26(b), similar behavior is observed.
Push medium and Push low profiles behave according to their load before burst. The
migration attempts for Push strategy increase sharply when bursts of workload arrive
and all profiles now behave as Push high. For Pull strategy, the behavior is in the
opposite way, i.e., Pull medium and Pull low profiles behave according to their load
before burst. Then the migration attempts decreases sharply at T (10000s) and they
now behave as Pull high. This reveals the correct behavior of the algorithms. For
example, the increase number of migrations when the load increases is as expected
from the overall behavior of Push algorithm.
Migrations over time graphs from simulation and testbed in Figure 5.27 also show
similar trends. They reveal the same behavior as described above.
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(a) Profiled from simulation
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(b) Profiled from testbed

Figure 5.24 Burst - Normalized system load, with variable threshold.
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(a) Simulation: 19 PMs
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs

Figure 5.25 Burst - System performance, with variable threshold
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(a) Simulation: 19 PMs
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs

Figure 5.26 Burst - Migration attempts over time, with variable threshold
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(a) Simulation: 19 PMs
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs
Figure 5.27 Burst - Migrations over time, with variable threshold
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Comparing results from testbed with different hypervisors: Xen and KVM.
When comparing the graphs on Xen and KVM in Figure 5.28, we can see that the
System performance in Xen is improved faster than that in KVM at the beginning. The
reason is that it is harder to make a migration attempt successful for KVM, which
causes KVM to have fewer Migrations over time, as described in section 5.2.1. When
observing at T (10000s), no significant drops of System performance at T (10000s) can
be seen in all graphs from testbed with hypervisors in Figure 5.28. It is because there
are too few PMs on testbed. Small number of migrations can raise the System
performance to very high value, and migrations are immediately executed when the
burst arrives at the system.
Migration attempts over time from Xen in Figure 5.29(a) and from KVM in Figure
5.29(b) display similarity for both trend and quantity. For example, Pull medium and
Pull low profiles behave according to their load before burst. Then, the migration
attempts decrease sharply at T (10000s) and they behave as Pull high. This reveals the
correct behavior of the algorithms.
Different numbers of Migrations over time before the burst can be observed when
looking at the graphs in Figure 5.30. KVM has much smaller number of Migrations
over time than Xen. It is because they extract load values from different sources as
described earlier. Upon burst, the migrations decrease sharply at T (10000s) with Xen
in Figure 5.30(a) and then behave as Pull high. But the sharply decrease cannot be
observed in KVM in Figure 5.30(b), which is because that the number of Migrations
over time is small before the burst. Comparing graphs after burst moment with KVM
in Figure 5.30(b) to the Pull High graph in KVM in Figure 5.19(b), similar behavior
can be seen. This reveals the correct behavior of the algorithms. For example, the
increase number of migrations when the load increases is as expected from the overall
behavior of Push algorithm.
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(b) KVM

Figure 5.28 Burst (Pull) - System performance, with variable threshold
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(b) KVM

Figure 5.29 Burst (Pull) - Migration attempts over time, with variable threshold
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Migrations Over Time
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(a) Xen
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(b) KVM

Figure 5.30 Burst (Pull) - Migrations over time, with variable threshold
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Comparing results from testbed with different strategies: Push, Pull and
Hybrid.
Similar behavior from the previous scenarios can be observed when comparing the
Hybrid profile graphs from Xen in Figure 5.31(c) with the Push ones in Figure 5.31(a)
and the Pull ones in Figure 5.31(b). We can see that the System performance in the
three profiles is similar and has high values. It means System performance is not
improved more efficiently when applying Hybrid strategy.
Observing Migration attempts over time from Xen in Figure 5.32(c), we can see
again that before the burst of workload, Hybrid medium and Hybrid low behave
similar to the second scenario as shown in Figure 5.21(c). When burst occurs, profiles
change to be Hybrid high. Then they behave similar to Push high in Figure 5.32(a).
The reason is already discussed earlier in section 5.2.1. A large number of migration
attempts can be observed in all profiles in Figure 5.32(c). This is because both upper
and lower thresholds are set in Hybrid case. So migrations can be initiated by both
hotspot and coldspot. It means that Hybrid always response rapidly.
Figure 5.33(c) shows that the Migrations over time are high in all profiles. It is
because Hybrid behaves similar to Push for high load in Figure 5.33(a) and similar to
Pull for low load in Figure 5.33(b). Migrations over time in medium profile increase
because of the increment of Migration attempts over time.
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(b) Pull strategy
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.31 Burst - System performance with Xen, with variable threshold.
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(b) Pull strategy
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.32 Burst - Migration attempts over time with Xen, with variable threshold.
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Migrations Over Time
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(b) Pull strategy
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.33 Burst - Migrations over time with Xen, with variable threshold.
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Overhead traffic of Algorithms
In this scenario, Overhead traffic generated by algorithms in all profiles still has
the same trends as the Migrations over time. For example, in Hybrid profiles with Xen
in Figure 5.34, same trends can be observed in all profiles.
Statistics of Overhead traffic for this scenario are displayed in Table 5-6 for Xen
and Table 5-7 for KVM. They are displayed with average values in the interval of
1000s.

Table 5-6 Overhead traffic statistics (Burst with variable threshold on Xen)
Strategy

Load

Push
Push
Pull
Pull
Hybrid
Hybrid

Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Low

Burst with variable threshold on Xen
Max(Kb/s) Min(Kb/s) Mean(Kb/s) Median(Kb/s)
68.64
79.40
18.39
46.58
86.21
86.19

11.65
0.02
0.03
0.02
50.90
0.03

43.97
33.89
6.76
9.83
70.17
46.99

48.92
11.85
6.85
0.03
69.98
54.96

Standard
deviation
20.02
33.23
5.75
17.66
8.11
27.56

Table 5-7 Overhead traffic statistics (Burst with variable threshold on KVM)
Strategy

Load

Push
Push
Pull
Pull
Hybrid
Hybrid

Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Low

Burst with variable threshold on KVM
Max(Kb/s) Min(Kb/s) Mean(Kb/s) Median(Kb/s)
2.34
2.14
2.01
1.76
3.23
6.12

0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.45
0.02

0.58
0.67
0.47
0.39
1.20
1.74

0.04
0.31
0.40
0.02
1.11
1.58

Standard
deviation
0.77
0.77
0.50
0.57
0.74
1.80

It can be observed that the Overhead traffic in Xen is larger than KVM. It is
because the number of Migrations over time in Xen is larger as shown earlier. We can
observe that a minimum Overhead traffic value is very low as 0.01 Kb/s in Pull low
with KVM in Table 5-7. It is because there is not any migration. We can confirm again
that the algorithms generate just a little Overhead traffic since the observed highest
Overhead traffic value for this scenario is 86.21 Kb/s in Hybrid medium with Xen, as
shown in Table 5-6. It is negligible in Fast Ethernet link (100Mb/s).
When comparing standard deviations of Overhead traffic in this scenario for Xen
in Table 5-6, and those from previous scenarios in Table 5-2 and Table 5-4, it can be
observed larger numbers for almost all profiles in this scenario. For example, the
standard deviation of Push low in this scenario is 33.23, while they are 0.51 in the first
scenario and 2.37 in the second scenario. It is because there are two load profiles in a
single test, with low or medium load at the beginning and then high load after the burst
of workload. But when comparing standard deviation of Overhead traffic for KVM in
Table 5-7, Table 5-3 and Table 5-5, it cannot be observed a significant difference for
standard deviation of Overhead traffic in this scenario. It is because the number of
Migrations over time for KVM does not change significantly when the burst of
workload arrives, as mentioned earlier.
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(a) Migrations over time
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(b) Overhead traffic in Kb/s

Figure 5.34 Burst with variable threshold (Push, Xen)- Overhead traffic comparing
with Migrations over time
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5.2.4

Scenario: Drain with Variable Threshold

Comparing results from simulation and testbed.
The System performance from simulation in Figure 5.36(a) drops immediately
when load increase at T (10000s). It takes time in simulation to recover high System
performance. It is because the system load drops at that time. But no significant drops
of System performance at T (10000s) can be observed in any graphs from testbed in
Figure 5.36(b). It is because there are too few PMs on testbed. Small number of
migrations can raise the System performance to very high, and the migrations are
immediately executed when drains of workload arrive.
When comparing the Migration attempts over time graphs from simulation in
Figure 5.37(a), and that from testbed in Figure 5.37(b), similar behavior is observed.
Push medium and Push high profiles behave according to their load before drain. Then
the migration attempts for Push strategy decrease sharply when drains of workload
arrive and they behave as Push low. For Pull strategy, they behave oppositely, i.e., Pull
medium and Pull high profiles behave according to their load before drain. Then the
migration attempts increase sharply at T (10000s) and they behave as Pull low. This
reveals the correct behavior of the algorithms. For example, the increase number of
migrations when the load decreases is as expected from the overall behavior of Pull
algorithm.
Migrations over time graphs from simulation and testbed in Figure 5.38 also show
similar trends. They reveal the same behavior as described above.
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(b) Profiled from testbed

Figure 5.35 Drain - Normalized load, with variable threshold.
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(a) Simulation: 19 PMs
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs

Figure 5.36 Drain - System performance, with variable threshold.
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(a) Simulation: 19 PMs
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs

Figure 5.37 Drain - Migration attempts over time, with variable threshold
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(a) Simulation: 19 PMs
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs

Figure 5.38 Drain - Migrations over time, with variable threshold
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Comparing results from testbed with different hypervisors: Xen and KVM.
When comparing the graphs from Xen in Figure 5.39(a) and the graphs from KVM
in Figure 5.39(b), we can see that the System performance in Xen is still improved
faster than KVM at the beginning. That is because it is harder to make a migration
attempt successful for KVM, which makes KVM has less Migrations over time, as
described in section 5.2.1. When observing at T (10000s), no significant drops of
System performance at T (10000s) can be seen in all graphs from testbed with Xen in
Figure 5.39(a), but System performance graphs from KVM drop sharply and take time
to recover to high values as shown in Figure 5.39(b). The reason is also that KVM is
harder to make a migration attempt succeed.
Migration attempts over time from Xen and KVM in Figure 5.40 show similarity
for both trend and quantity. For example, Push medium and Push high profiles behave
according to their load before the drain. Then the migration attempts decrease sharply
at T (10000s) and they behave as Push low. This reveals the correct behavior of the
algorithms. For example, the increase number of migrations when the load decreases is
as expected from the overall behavior of Pull algorithm.
Different numbers of Migrations over time before drains occur can be observed
when looking at the graphs in Figure 5.41. KVM has much less Migrations over time
than Xen. It is because Xen and KVM extract load values from different sources as
described earlier. Upon drain, the migrations decrease sharply at T (10000s) with Xen
in Figure 5.41(a) and then behave as Push low. But sharply decrease cannot be
observed with KVM in Figure 5.41(b), because the number of Migrations over time is
small before drain occurs. Migrations over time after drain in both hypervisors are low
because it is the normal behavior of Push low.
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(b) KVM

Figure 5.39 Drain (Push) - System performance, with variable threshold
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(b) KVM

Figure 5.40 Drain (Push) - Migration attempts over time, with variable threshold
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(b) KVM

Figure 5.41 Drain (Push) - Migrations over time, with variable threshold
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Comparing results from testbed with different strategies: Push, Pull and
Hybrid.
Similar behavior from the previous scenarios can be observed when comparing the
Hybrid profile graphs from Xen in Figure 5.42(c) with the Push ones in Figure 5.42(a)
and the Pull ones in Figure 5.42(b). We can see that the System performance in three
profiles are similar and all high. It means System performance is not improved more
efficiently with Hybrid strategy.
Observing Migration attempts over time from Xen in Figure 5.43(c), we can see
again that before the drain of workload, Hybrid medium and Hybrid high behave
similar to previous scenarios in Figure 5.21(c). When drain occurs, the profiles change
to be Hybrid low. Then they behave similar to Pull low in Figure 5.43(b). The reason
is previously discussed in section 5.2.1. A large number of migration attempts can be
observed in all profiles in Figure 5.43(c). This is because both upper and lower
thresholds are set in Hybrid profiles. So the migrations can be initiated by both hotspot
and coldspot. It means Hybrid strategy always response rapidly.
Figure 5.44(c) shows the Migrations over time are high in all profiles with Hybrid.
It is because Hybrid behaves similar to Pull with low load in Figure 5.44(b) and
similar to Pull with low load in Figure 5.44(b). Migrations over time in medium profile
increase because of the increment of Migration attempts over time.
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.42 Drain - System performance with Xen, with variable threshold.
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.43 Drain - Migration attempts over time with Xen, with variable threshold.
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.44 Drain - Migrations over time with Xen, with variable threshold.
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Overhead traffic of Algorithms
Overhead traffic generated by algorithms for this scenario also has the same trends
in all profiles as the Migrations over time. For example, in Push profiles with Xen in
Figure 5.45, same trends can be observed in all profiles.
Statistics of Overhead traffic for this scenario are displayed in Table 5-8 for Xen
and Table 5-9 for KVM. They are displayed with average values in the interval of
1000s.

Table 5-8 Overhead traffic statistics (Drain with variable threshold on Xen)
Strategy

Load

Push
Push
Pull
Pull
Hybrid
Hybrid

High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium

Drain with variable threshold on Xen
Max(Kb/s) Min(Kb/s) Mean(Kb/s) Median(Kb/s)
74.86
52.34
54.52
52.49
78.66
76.01

0.02
0.02
0.02
2.28
39.19
0.03

30.63
19.17
17.90
19.07
57.80
31.30

18.23
11.77
3.47
12.63
57.83
27.08

Standard
deviation
32.56
20.83
22.42
15.58
11.55
21.03

Table 5-9 Overhead traffic statistics (Drain with variable threshold on KVM)
Strategy

Load

Push
Push
Pull
Pull
Hybrid
Hybrid

High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium

Drain with variable threshold on KVM
Max(Kb/s) Min(Kb/s) Mean(Kb/s) Median(Kb/s)
2.09
1.10
0.34
2.65
7.36
2.21

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01

0.24
0.08
0.04
0.48
2.18
0.31

0.02
0.02
0.03
0.35
0.29
0.05

Standard
deviation
0.63
0.25
0.07
0.68
2.65
0.64

It can be observed that the Overhead traffic on Xen is larger than that on KVM. It
is because the number of Migrations over time in Xen is larger as shown earlier. We
can observe that a minimum Overhead traffic value is very low such as 0.01 Kb/s in
Push medium with KVM in Table 5-9. It is because there is not any migration. Once
again, we can confirm that the algorithms generate just a little Overhead traffic
because the highest Overhead traffic value observed for this scenario is 78.66 Kb/s in
Hybrid high with Xen in Table 5-8, which is negligible in Fast Ethernet link (100Mb/s).
When comparing standard deviations of Overhead traffic in this scenario for Xen
in Table 5-8, and those from Burst scenarios in Table 5-6, it can be observed similar
values in both scenarios. For example, the standard deviation for Push medium in this
scenario is 20.83, and it is 20.02 in Burst scenario. It is because there are also two load
profiles in a single test for this scenario, with high or medium load at the beginning,
and then low load after the drain of workload. But when comparing the standard
deviations for KVM in Table 5-9 and Table 5-7, it cannot be observed a significant
difference for standard deviation of Overhead traffic in this scenario. It is because the
number of Migrations over time does not change significantly when the drain of
workload arrives, as mentioned earlier.
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Migrations Over Time
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(a) Migrations over time
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(b) Overhead traffic in Kb/s

Figure 5.45 Drain with variable threshold (Push, Xen) - Overhead traffic comparing
with Migrations over time
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5.2.5

Scenario: Normal with Variable Threshold and Fluctuation.

Comparing results from simulation and testbed.
Observing Figure 5.47(a), System performance from simulation profiles rise up at
the beginning, then go steady, and finally sink in some case (e.g. Push low and Pull
low). For Push low, it is caused by the long time it takes for an underutilized PM to
reach the variable threshold. For Push low, it is because smaller numbers of VMs and
larger number of underutilized PM. As a result, there are fewer migrations because the
entropy model indicates that migrations will not improve the System performance.
Steal attempts are discarded because a new coldspot will be created. But results from
testbed in Figure 5.47(b) do not sink at the end. They rise up at the beginning, and then
go steady over time. It is because no profiles reach those sinking points on testbed.
When looking at Migration attempts over time from the simulation and testbed in
Figure 5.48, similar behavior can be seen. A largest number of migration attempts can
be observed in Push high when implementing Push strategy and in Pull low when
implementing Pull strategy. What’s more, as shown in Figure 5.48(b), increment of
Migration attempts over time from testbed in the middle of the test can be observed in
the Push medium profile. It increases with respect to the Normalized system load in
Figure 5.46(b) when the system load is close to the upper threshold. In contrast,
decrement can be observed in Pull low profile in similar cases in Figure 5.48(b) by this
reason. Migration attempts over time for Push high are not affected because Push high
has the system load which is always higher than the threshold.
Similar observation from the previous scenarios can also be seen when observing
Migrations over time graphs. Figure 5.49 shows the same trend for Migrations over
time in simulation and testbed, which is according to the algorithms’ behavior. The
largest number of migrations can be observed in Push high when implementing Push
strategy and in Pull low when implementing Pull strategy. Increment of Migrations
over time in Push medium in the middle of the test can be seen, according to the
increment of migration attempts.
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(a) Profiled from simulation
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(b) Profiled from testbed

Figure 5.46 Normal with fluctuation - Normalized load, with variable threshold.
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(a) Simulation: 19 PMs
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs

Figure 5.47 Normal with fluctuation - System performance, with variable threshold.
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(a) Simulation: 19 PMs
Migration Attempts Over Time
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs

Figure 5.48 Normal with fluctuation - Migration attempts over time, with variable
threshold.
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(a) Simulation: 19 PMs
Migrations Over Time
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(b) Real testbed: 4 PMs

Figure 5.49 Normal with fluctuation - Migrations over time, with variable threshold.
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Comparing results from testbed with different hypervisors: Xen and KVM.
When comparing the graphs from Xen in Figure 5.50(a) and the graphs from KVM
in Figure 5.50(b), we can see that the System performance in Xen is again improved
faster than KVM. The reason is the same as that for previous scenarios, as described in
section 5.2.1.
Migration attempts over time from Xen and KVM in Figure 5.51 display similarity
in trend. Same observation from previous scenarios can be seen again. For example,
the largest number of migration attempts in Push high can be observed with Push
strategy. It can be confirmed again that the algorithms implemented in KVM behave
according to simulations.
Comparing Migrations over time for both hypervisors in Figure 5.52, similar
trends can be observed but with different numbers of Migrations over time. KVM has
much smaller number of Migrations over time than Xen. It is because they extract load
values from different sources as described earlier.
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System Performance Over Time
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(a) Xen
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(b) KVM

Figure 5.50 Normal with fluctuation (Push) - System performance over time, with
variable threshold
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Migration Attempts Over Time
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(a) Xen
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(b) KVM

Figure 5.51 Normal with fluctuation (Push) - Migration attempts over time, with
variable threshold
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Migrations Over Time
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(a) Xen
Migrations Over Time
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(b) KVM

Figure 5.52 Normal with fluctuation (Push) - Migrations over time, with variable
threshold
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Comparing results from testbed with different strategies: Push, Pull and
Hybrid.
Similar behavior from the previous scenarios can be observed when comparing the
Hybrid profile graphs from Xen in Figure 5.53(c) with the Push ones in Figure 5.53(a)
and the Pull ones in Figure 5.53(b). We can see that the System performance in three
profiles is similar and all high. It means System performance is not improved more
efficiently when applying Hybrid strategy.
Observing Migration attempts over time from Xen in Figure 5.54(c), we can see
again that Hybrid behaves similar to Push for high load in Figure 5.54(a), where a
largest number of migration attempts can be observed. It also behaves similar to Pull
for low load in Figure 5.54(b). A large number of migration attempts can be observed.
It is because both upper and lower thresholds are set for Hybrid. So the migration can
be initiated by either a hotspot or a coldspot. It means Hybrid strategy always response
rapidly. In Figure 5.54(c), we can observe the increment of Migration attempts over
time in medium profile. It is because the PM load in this profile is between upper and
lower thresholds. There are many possibilities to reach the thresholds.
Figure 5.55(c) shows that the Migrations over time are high in all profiles. It is
because Hybrid behaves similar to Push for high load in Figure 5.55(a) and similar to
Pull for low load in Figure 5.55(b). Migrations over time in medium profile increase
because of the increment of Migration attempts over time.
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System Performance Over Time
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(a) Push strategy
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(b) Pull strategy
System Performance Over Time
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.53 Normal with fluctuation - System performance with Xen, with variable
threshold.
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(b) Pull strategy
Migration Attempts Over Time
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.54 Normal with fluctuation - Migration attempts over time with Xen, with
variable threshold.
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Migrations Over Time
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(a) Push strategy
Migrations Over Time
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(b) Pull strategy
Migrations Over Time
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(c) Hybrid strategy

Figure 5.55 Normal with fluctuation - Migrations over time with Xen, with variable
threshold.
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Overhead traffic of Algorithms
Overhead traffic generated by algorithms in all profiles still has the same trends as
the Migrations over time. For example, in Pull profiles with Xen in Figure 5.56, same
trends can be observed in all profiles.
Statistics of Overhead traffic for this scenario are display in Table 5-10 for Xen
and Table 5-11 for KVM. They are displayed with average values in the interval of
1000s.

Table 5-10 Overhead traffic statistics (Normal with variable threshold and
fluctuation on Xen)
Strategy
Push
Push
Push
Pull
Pull
Pull
Hybrid
Hybrid
Hybrid

Normal with variable threshold and fluctuation on Xen
Load
Max(Kb/s) Min(Kb/s) Mean(Kb/s) Median(Kb/s)
High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low

81.83
63.29
11.89
6.98
16.05
55.02
82.40
88.70
62.77

28.80
22.78
0.03
0.02
0.02
29.81
53.55
48.96
0.03

62.85
48.42
4.10
1.39
6.92
42.89
70.10
67.59
43.07

63.52
48.21
3.33
0.03
6.88
43.00
71.64
67.04
49.49

Standard
deviation
12.68
10.84
2.87
1.96
4.60
6.07
9.56
11.06
20.33

Table 5-11 Overhead traffic statistics (Normal with variable threshold and
fluctuation on KVM)
Strategy
Push
Push
Push
Pull
Pull
Pull
Hybrid
Hybrid
Hybrid

Normal with variable threshold and fluctuation on KVM
Load
Max(Kb/s) Min(Kb/s) Mean(Kb/s) Median(Kb/s)
High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low

2.86
6.62
0.67
3.08
2.06
1.73
3.37
4.22
2.23

0.01
0.02
0.01
0.02
1.98
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.02

0.68
3.86
0.05
0.26
0.32
0.28
1.32
1.16
0.38

0.28
3.58
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.13
1.11
1.02
0.11

Standard
deviation
0.87
1.87
0.14
0.69
0.63
0.46
0.91
1.16
0.65

It can be observed that Overhead traffic with Xen is larger than that with KVM. It
is because the number of Migrations over time in Xen is larger as shown earlier. We
can observe that a minimum Overhead traffic value is very low such as 0.01 Kb/s in
Push low with KVM in Table 5-11. It is because there is not any migration. Once
again, we can conclude that the algorithms generate just a little Overhead traffic
because the highest Overhead traffic value observed for this scenario in Table 5-10 is
88.70 Kb/s in Hybrid high with Xen. It is negligible in Fast Ethernet link (100Mb/s).
When comparing mean values of Overhead traffic in this scenario for Xen in Table
5-10 and those from the second scenario in Table 5-4, it can be observed an increase
for almost all profiles in this scenario. For example, the mean value of Push medium in
this scenario is 48.42, while it is 38.97 in the second scenario. It is because the number
of Migrations over time increases as VMs are added and removed over time, which
makes the system imbalanced. But when comparing the standard deviations, similar
values can be observed. It is because the Normalized system load does not change
significantly.
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Migrations Over Time
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(a) Migrations over time
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(b) Overhead traffic in Kb/s

Figure 5.56 Normal with variable threshold and fluctuation (Pull, Xen) - Overhead
traffic comparing with Migrations over time
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5.2.6

Suggestions

When looking at overall experiments, it can be observed that they have similar
behavior in simulation and on testbed from corresponding results. Hence, the
recommendations stated in [22] are remained. Apart from them, recommendation for
Hybrid strategy is also included. Definitions of terms of load balancing are stated in
[22]:
“Aggressive load balancing means that the system will react quickly to change
and perform a lot of migrations in a short time span, which results in degraded
performance. Applying any of the Aggressive goals is a good idea if performance
degradation for a short time is not an issue. Conservative load balancing means that the
system will be a bit slower to change in system balance and thus will not degrade the
System performance too much. Applying any of the Conservative goals is a good idea
if performance degradation is an issue.” With fewer downtimes, conservative load
balancing is better when considering performance degradation. Pre-copy technique is
used for live migrations in this thesis work. Each migration has a downtime in precopy, which means more migrations, more downtimes can be observed.
The suggestions are shown in Table 5-12. They are valid for both Xen and KVM.
The thresholds are based on our testbed.

Table 5-12 Recommendations when to use Push, Pull and Hybrid strategies
Goals
Conservative load balancing
Conservative load balancing
Aggressive load balancing
Aggressive load balancing
Aggressive load balancing

System Load
Low to medium
Medium to high
Low to medium
Medium to high
Low to high

Strategy
Push
Pull
Pull
Push
Hybrid

CPU threshold
0.55 or above
0.25 or below
0.25 or below
0.55 or above
Upper : 0.55 or above
Lower: 0.25 or below
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6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1

Conclusion
This thesis involves the area of virtualization. We have studied about improving
load balancing in data centers by using automated live migration techniques. The main
idea is to migrate VM(s) automatically from higher loaded hosts to lower loaded hosts
with efficiency. The successful implementation can help administrator of data center
maintain a load-balanced environment with less effort than before. For example, such
a system can automatically identify hotspots and coldspots in a large data center and
also decide which VM to migrate, and which host should the machine be migrated to.
We have implemented previously developed Push and Pull strategies on a real
testbed for Xen and KVM. A new strategy, Hybrid, which is the combination of Push
and Pull, has been created. Push strategy sets the upper threshold. A PM with its load
above this threshold will try to migrate its VM(s) to mitigate the hotspot. Pull strategy
sets the lower threshold. A PM with its load below this threshold will try to help other
PM by asking to host more VM(s) on it. Hybrid strategy sets both upper and lower
threshold, so it can either help other PMs or ask for help. All scripts applied in the
experiments are Python-based for further integration to the orchestration framework,
OpenStack. The algorithms we use in this experiment consider mainly in two issues:
When to migrate and Where to migrate. Implementing the algorithms to the real
testbed, we discovered that Xen load cannot be extracted directly from Linux load
because Dom-U in Xen is not a Linux process. Hence Xen load is extracted by a Xentool named “Xenload” instead. Another problem we encountered in this phase is about
dirty page rate during migration, which is unknown before the migration occurred. It
was solved by using a prediction value by computing EWMA from memory dirty rate.
We have also solved the node failure problem in scripts, which were not detected in
simulation. The failure on node caused by excessive VMs resided on a host. It is
because load value on destination PM does not update immediately after the
completion of migration. This problem was solved by adding a little period after
migration to let a PM updates its load. Consequently, results from simulation and
testbed results differ at the beginning of each test. They rise up to the peak soon in
simulation, but do not when on testbed. However, the System performance is high both
in the simulation and on our testbed.
The results from simulation and those from testbed are similar. E.g. Push strategy
has quick responses when the load is medium to high, while Pull strategy has quick
responses when the load is low to medium. The Hybrid strategy behaves similar to
Push strategy with high load and to Pull strategy with low load, but with greater
number of migration attempts, and it responds quickly regardless to the load. The
results also show that our strategies are able to handle different situations such as burst,
drain, or fluctuation of load over time with efficiency. Results show that System
performance is instantly improved when the incident occurred in many cases. It is
shown that all algorithms behave as predicted from simulations in every incident. For
burst, it behaves like a high load profile when bursts of workload arrive at. For drain,
it behaves like a low load profile when drains of workload arrive at.
When observing Overhead traffic generated by algorithms, it can be seen that the
algorithms generate Overhead traffic according to the number of migrations. More
migrations, more Overhead traffic will be generated. It is because messages are sent on
demand. When there is not any migration, very low Overhead traffic is observed such
as 0.01 Kb/s. The maximum overhead value observed in the testbed is around 80 Kb/s,
which is negligible in Fast Ethernet link (100Mb/s). By this it can be concluded that
the algorithms generate low Overhead traffic.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
The comparison of results from different hypervisors, i.e., Xen and KVM, shows
that both hypervisors behave in the same way when applying same strategies in the
same environment. It means the strategies are valid for both of them. Xen seems to be
faster in improving the System performance. The migration attempts are similar, but
KVM has much less Migrations over time than Xen with same scenarios. It is because
they extract load values from different sources, which makes an inaccuracy when
converting Linux load from VMs to Xen load. This inaccuracy then causes an
inequality of number of migration in both hypervisors. More Overhead traffic is
observed when applying the algorithms in Xen than in KVM. It is because Xen has
more number of successful migrations.
Finally, the recommendations for using these strategies are listed in Table 5-12.

6.2

Future Work
The previous proposed Push and Pull, and newly developed strategy Hybrid are
implemented on our testbed successfully with satisfactory results. It is interesting to
see how they will perform with the orchestration framework OpenStack as we initially
planned. Since our experiments were conducted in a small network of four hosts, it
will be worthwhile to try applying them on larger network.
As we can observe the difference between the Migrations over time for different
hypervisors, i.e., Xen and KVM, we assume it is because that they use different
sources to extract system load values. Besides, verification of the root cause and
implementation of all strategies to other hypervisors are also interesting tasks for
future work.
Many Migrations over time generate a significant traffic volume over network. It
is worth trying to improve our strategies by reducing the traffic volume while retaining
high System performance. There are some techniques that can be considered, such as
periodic updates. It will also be interesting to investigate a centralized approach, in
which a server monitors the loads of all hosts and makes the migration decisions for
the whole network. It will be also very interesting when integrating these strategies to
OpenStack since it uses the centralized approach.
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Appendix

A

XEN INSTALLATION

We installed Xen 4.1-64 bit on Ubuntu 12.04 precise following the guide from
[48]. The installation was performed under root privilege.
Update Ubuntu 12.04
$apt-get update

Hypervisor Installation
Install a 64-bit hypervisor. (A 64-bit hypervisor works with a 32-bit dom0 kernel,
but allows you to run 64-bit guests as well.)
$apt-get install xen-hypervisor-amd64

Modify GRUB to default to booting Xen:
$sed -i ‘s/GRUB_DEFAULT=.*\+/GRUB_DEFAULT=”Xen 4.1-amd64”/’
/etc/default/grub
$update-grub

Set the default toolstack to xm (aka xend):
$sed -i ‘s/TOOLSTACK=.*\+/TOOLSTACK=”xm”/’ /etc/default/xen

Now reboot:
$reboot

And then verify that the installation has succeeded:
$xm list
Name
Domain-0

ID
0

Mem
945

VCPUs
1

State
r-----

Time(s)
11.3

Network Configuration
Install bridge-utils:
$apt-get install bridge-utils

Edit /etc/network/interfaces, and make it look like this (dhcp):
auto lo
iface lo inet loopback
auto xenbr0
iface xenbr0 inet dhcp
bridge_ports eth0
auto eth0
iface eth0 inet manual

If you want to set the static IP, you can set xenbr0 like this:
auto xenbr0
iface xenbr0 inet static
address 192.168.0.10
netmask 255.255.255.0
gateway 192.168.0.1
bridge_ports eth0

Restart networking to enable xenbr0 bridge:
$/etc/init.d/networking restart

Creating VM
In this section we will focus on Paravirtualized (PV) guests. PV guests are guests
that are made Xen-aware to be optimized for Xen. As a simple example, we create a
PV guest in LVM logical volume (LV) with a network installation of Ubuntu (other
distros, such as Debian, Fedora, and CentOS, can be installed in a similar way). It is
possible that AMD processors do not allow the VM creation for a security reason. To
enable it, we add allow_unsafe to the command line.
Edit /etc/default/grub, add:
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GRUB_CMDLINE_XEN="allow_unsafe"

Install lvm2:
$apt-get install lvm2

Scan for Physical Volume (PV):
$pvs

Choose your Volume Group(VG) or create VG:
$vgcreate vg_name pv_partition

Create Logical Volume (LV):
$lvcreate -L 4G -n ubuntu /dev/<VG>

Get netboot images (for other distros, just download the corresponding initrd.gz
and vmlinuz):
$mkdir -p /var/lib/xen/image/ubuntu-netboot
$cd /var/lib/xen/image/ubuntu-netboot
$wget <mirror> /ubuntu/dists/precise/main/installeramd64/current/image/netboot/xen/initrd.gz
$wget <mirror> /ubuntu/dists/precise/main/installeramd64/current/image/netboot/xen/vmlinuz

Set up the initial guest configuration: /etc/xen/ubuntu.cfg
name = “ubuntu”
memory = 256
disk = [‘phy:/dev/<VG>/ubuntu,xvda,w’]
vif = [‘ ‘]
kernel = “/var/lib/xen/images/ubuntu-netboot/vmlinuz”
ramdisk = “/var/lib/xen/images/ubuntu-netboot/initrd.gz”
extra = “debian-installer/exit/always_hault=true - console=hvc0”

Start the VM and connect to console (-c):
$xm create -c /etc/xen/ubuntu.cfg

Do the install.
Once installed, we can use pygrub as the bootloader.
$ln -s /usr/lib/xen-4.1/bin/pygrub /usr/bin/pygrub

Once the installation is done, the VM shuts down.
Next step is to change the guest config, /etc/xen/ubuntu.cfg:
name = “ubuntu”
memory = 256
disk = [‘phy:/dev/<VG>/ubuntu,xvda,w’]
vif = [‘ ‘]
bootloader = “pygrub”
#kernel = “/var/lib/xen/images/ubuntu-netboot/vmlinuz”
#ramdisk = “/var/lib/xen/images/ubuntu-netboot/initrd.gz”
#extra = “debian-installer/exit/always_hault=true - console=hvc0”

Start the VM and connect to console (-c):
$xm create -c /etc/xen/ubuntu.cfg

Note:
x Domain name and hostname must be the same.
x Using bridge networking for this experiment.
Setting up Xen to allow VM migration
Assuming ISCSI share storage is already installed and logged in.
Edit “/etc/xen/xend-config.sxp”, modify these lines:
(xend-relocation-server yes)
(xend-relocation-port 8002)
(xend-relocation-address ‘ ’)
(xend-relocation-hosts-allow ‘ ’)

Then restart xend, run as:
$/etc/init.d/xend restart
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KVM INSTALLATION

We install Qemu-kvm-64 bit on Ubuntu 12.04 precise with the guide from [49].
The installation is performed under root privilege.
Update Ubuntu 12.04
$apt-get update

Pre-installation checklist
Ensure the CPU supports hardware virtualization
To run KVM, the processor is required to support hardware virtualization. Intel
and AMD both have developed extensions for their processors, deemed respectively
Intel VT-x (code name Vanderpool) and AMD-V (code name Pacifica). To check if
the processor supports one of these, review the output from this command:
$egrep -c ‘(vmx|svm)’ /proc/cpuinfo

If 0 it means that your CPU doesn't support hardware virtualization.
If 1 or more it does - but you still need to make sure that virtualization is enabled
in the BIOS.
Hypervisor installation
For the following setup, we assume deploying KVM on a server, and therefore
there is not any X server on the machine. A few packages is needed to install firstly:
$apt-get install qemu-kvm libvirt-bin ubuntu-vm-builder bridgeutils

Ensure the username is added to the group libvirtd:
$adduser ‘id -un’ libvirtd

After the installation, remember to log in again to make the added user an effective
member of KVM and libvirtd user groups. All members of the group can run VMs.
Verify Installation
Test if the installation is successful with the command:
$virsh -c qemu:///system list

A successful installation should display something similar to:
Id Name
State
---------------------------------

You may need to fix for "qemu" which emulates the console without keymaps in
the correct location:
$mkdir /usr/share/qemu; ln -s /usr/share/qemu-linaro/keymaps
/usr/share/qemu/keymaps

Network Configuration
Edit /etc/network/interfaces, and make it look like this (dhcp):
auto lo
iface lo inet loopback
auto br0
iface br0 inet dhcp
bridge_ports eth0
auto eth0
iface eth0 inet manual

If you want to set the static IP, set br0 like this:
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auto br0
iface br0 inet static
address 192.168.0.10
netmask 255.255.255.0
gateway 192.168.0.1
bridge_ports eth0

Restart networking to enable br0 bridge:
$/etc/init.d/networking restart

Creating VM
We created VM with virt-install. Hardware assisted virtualization VM are installed
by iso image.
Install virt-install
$apt-get install virtinst

Create Logical Volume (LV):
$lvcreate -L 4G -n ubuntu /dev/<VG>

Download the corresponding ISO image then do the install (virt tools, e.g. virtviewer can be used to connect to the VM console)
$virt-install -r 256 --accelerate -n ubuntu -f /dev/<VG>/ubuntu -cdrom ubuntu.iso

Note:
x The .xml file will be created in /etc/libvirt/qemu
x Domain name and hostname must be the same.
x Using bridge networking for this experiment.
Setting up KVM to allow VM migration
Assuming ISCSI share storage is already installed and logged in.
Edit “/etc/libvirt/libvirtd.conf”, modify these lines:
listen_tls = 0
listen_tcp = 1

add:
auth_tcp = "none"

Modify the /etc/libvirt/qemu.conf file:
dynamic_ownership = 0

Modify the /etc/init/libvirt-bin.conf file:
exec /usr/sbin/libvirtd -d -l

Modify the /etc/default/libvirt-bin file:
libvirtd_opts=" -d -l"

Restart libvirt. After you run the command, ensure that libvirt is successfully
restarted:
$stop libvirt-bin && start libvirt-bin
$ps -ef | grep libvirt

It should display something similar to:
root

1145

1

0

Nov27

?

00:00:03

/usr/sbin/libvirtd -d -l

Modify firewall policy to allow migration. Here we just stop its service:
$service ufw stop

Setting up no password root login for SSH
Edit /etc/ssh/sshd_config:
PermitRootLogin yes

Generate a key pair:
$ssh-keygen -t rsa

Then copy the public key to the remote machine:
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SSH server public key directory: /root/.ssh/id_rsa.pub
SSH client authorized key directory: /root/.ssh/authorized_keys

Finally add the IP and hostname of every host in the network in /etc/hosts:
E.g.:
192.168.0.11 PM1
192.168.0.12 PM2
192.168.0.13 PM3
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SHARE STORAGE WITH ISCSI
The following setting up are used as an example:
Host1 : IP address : 192.168.0.11
Host2 : IP address : 192.168.0.12
ISCSI target : IP address : 192.168.0.13

Setting up LV on ISCSI target
Install lvm2:
$apt-get install lvm2

Create Physical Volume (PV):
$pvcreate pv_partition

Choose your Volume Group(VG) or create VG:
$vgcreate vg_name pv_partition

Create Logical Volume (LV):
$lvcreate -L (size, G or M) -n (name) /dev/<VG>

Setting up ISCSI target (Share storage server)
Install the iscsitarget Linux package:
$apt-get install iscsitarget iscsitarget-modules-`uname -r`

Edit “/etc/default/iscsitarget”:
ISCSITARGET_ENABLE=true

Edit the “/etc/iet/ietd.conf”. Open the file and comment out everything in there.
Add the following lines at the end:
Target iqn.2013-10.com.example:storage.lun1
IncomingUser username password
OutgoingUser
Lun 0 Path=/dev/vg0/storage_lun1,Type=fileio
Alias LUN1
#MaxConnections 5

The target name is according to iSCSI qualified name standard, i.e., “iqn.yyyymm.<reversed domain name>[:identifier]”, where yyyy-mm indicate the year and
month of storage creation and identifier can be selected freely. The username and
password are used to authenticate iSCSI initiators or clients (Host1 and Host2). They
can be left empty to allow anyone to connect. The line started with ‘Lun 0’ indicates
the shared storage.
Specify the IP address of the clients which are allowed to have access to the shared
storage. Edit “/etc/iet/initiators.allow” and add the line:
iqn.2013-10.com.example:storage.lun1 192.168.0.11, 192.168.0.12

Then start the service.
$/etc/init.d/iscsitarget start

Setting up the initiators (clients)
Install the initiator on Host1 and Host2.
$apt-get install open-iscsi

Edit “/etc/iscsi/iscsid.conf” file and add the line:
node.startup = automatic

Restart the initiator:
$/etc/init.d/open-iscsi restart

Then discover the iscsitarget and login to it:
$iscsiadm -m discovery -t sendtargets -p 192.168.0.13 (only once)
$iscsiadm -m node --login -p 192.168.0.13
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EXPERIMENT WITH SCRIPTS

To facilitate the installation of scripts, SSH is installed on all PMs and VMs. The
installation of SSH can be done with the following command under root privilege:
$apt-get install ssh

The procedure of setting up and operation for the experiments is as follows:
1. Copy corresponding scripts to each component of the network:
x ‘/server’ for MP
x ‘/hosts’ for PMs
x ‘/VM’ for VMs
2. Verify the network connection with Ping in all components in the whole network.
3. On MP: Run the following command to start ISCSI service:
/etc/init.d/iscsitarget start

4. On PMs:
1) Edit the configure file: LMA.cfg with parameters such as server IP and
thresholds.
2) Log in to ISCSI shared storage with:
iscsiadm -m node --login -p 192.168.137.11

3) Create VMs on PMs with xm command for Xen like:
xm create vm<>.cfg ; see load paper (low, medium, high)

and with virsh command for KVM like:
virsh start vm

4) Login to VMs, for Xen:
xm console <vm_id>

and for KVM:
virt-viewer <vm_id>

5) Prepare to start the experiments with:
xenload - daemon ; only for xen
python pm_update.py &
python listen.py 0

5. On VMs:
1) Be ready to communicate with their host with:
python vm_listen.py &

2) (Optional) Generate various loads on different VMs based on scenarios with:
bash load[low|medium|high].sh

6. On PMs: Check if all VMs work fine:
python vm_list.py [xen|kvm]

7. On MP: Monitor and wait until the system get desired load:
python server.py 5 [PUSH|PULL|HYBRID]

8. When initial environment is set up, do the following to start a test:
1) On MP: Stop the running server.py script and run the following commands in
separate terminals:
python listen.py 1
python server.py 5 [PUSH|PULL|HYBRID]

2) On PMs: Start monitor.py script for conducting the test:
python monitor.py [PUSH|PULL|HYBRID] 45 [1|0]

The last argument in the above command identify whether variable threshold is
applied in the scenario.
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FIELDS IN MESSAGE STRUCTURE
Table E-1 Descriptions of fields in message structure
Field

Source Node
Destination Node
Message Type
Content

Migration ID
Migration Issuer
PM information
Information of VMs

ID
Maximum CPU capacity
Current CPU load
Latest CPU load record
Maximum memory capacity
Used memory

Traffic in bytes
Traffic in packets

ID
Number of virtual cores
Current CPU load
Latest CPU load record
Memory size
Memory page dirty rate

Data type
Description
Message unit
Long
Host ID of the source PM.
Long
Host ID of the destination PM.
Int
ID of corresponding message type.
String
Text used for briefly describing the message.
The ack in STEAL ATTEMPT
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT is specified in
Content field.
Int
ID of VM for migration
Long
Host ID of the PM which is specified to
achieve the migration with the source PM
Defined
Information of PM
structure
List of
Can be empty or a list of various number of
Defined
units, according to different situations
structure
Information of PM
Long
Host ID of the source PM.
Int
/proc/cpuinfo
‘cat /proc/cpuinfo | grep \"processor\" | wc -l’
Float
EWMA: L_t = 0.2*l_t + 0.8*L_t
Float
Xen: xenload
KVM: /proc/loadavg
Key: ‘lavg_5’
Float
/proc/meminfo
Key: MemTotal
Float
/proc/meminfo
Key: MemUsed
‘MemUsed’ = ‘MemTotal’ - ‘MemFree’ ‘Buffers’ - ‘Cached’
Int
The sum of traffic generated from
/proc/net/dev in bytes.
Keys: ‘ReceiveBytes’, ‘TransmitBytes’
Int
The sum of traffic generated from
/proc/net/dev in packets.
Keys: ‘ReceivePackets’, ‘TransmitPackets’
Information of a single VM
Int
ID of VM specified in the vm list in localhost.
Int
Number of virtual cores specified in the vm
list in localhost.
Float
EWMA: L_t = 0.2*l_t + 0.8*L_t
Float
/proc/loadavg
Key: ‘lavg_5’
Int
Memory size of VM specified in the vm list in
localhost.
Float
/proc/meminfo
Key: ‘Dirty’
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MESSAGE TYPES

Message types are indicated in the Message type field. Message type is a number
that indicates the type of message. Each type is composed of different values, which
can be classified into:
(1) General messages: for all strategies; for joining and migration procedures.
(2) Push strategy messages: for the Push and Hybrid strategies.
(3) Pull strategy messages: for the Pull and Hybrid strategies.
(4) Measurement messages: for MP to measure the performance metrics.
The descriptions of all message types listed above are shown in Table F-1.

Table F-1 Descriptions of message types
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15

Message Type

Description

General messages
This message is multicasted by a joining host to inform
that it is connected to the network.
HELLO REPLY
The reply to the HELLO message.
MIGRATION
Sent by the migration source node to the server for
generation of migration attempts.
MIGRATION
Send by the migration source node to the destination
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
node to announce that the migration is finished.
Push strategy messages
HOTSPOT MESSAGE
Multicasted by the host of hotspot for applying Push
strategy to release load.
HOTSPOT REPLY
The reply to the HOTSPOT MESSAGE.
WINNING BID
Multicasted by the host of hotspot after processing
ANNOUNCEMENT
information from HOTSPOT REPLY to announce the
winning bid.
WINNING BID
The reply to WINNING BID ANNOUNCEMENT, sent
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
by the winning bid. Migration will be triggered when
the host of hotspot receives it.
RESOURCE RELEASE
Multicasted by the host of hotspot for announcing hosts
locked by it to release resource.
Pull strategy messages
STEAL BROADCAST
Multicasted by the host of coldspot for applying Pull
strategy to share responsibility for the load of the whole
system.
STEAL BROADCAST
The reply to STEAL BROADCAST message.
REPLY
STEAL ATTEMPT
Sent by the host of coldspot to the target host, request
for a migration to help release load on the target host.
STEAL ATTEMPT
The reply to STEAL ATTEMPT to accept or reject the
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
request for migration. ack of either “OK” or “NOT
OK”.
Measurement messages
MEASUREMENT
Multicasted by the server to generate performance
REQUEST
information of hosts in the system.
MEASUREMENT REPLY The reply to MEASUREMENT REQUEST.
HELLO
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DESCRIPTION OF SCRIPTS

The scripts developed during our project can be classified into four groups based
on their functionalities and platforms they serve: 1) General scripts, 2) Scripts on
PM (host), 3) Scripts on VM, and 4) Scripts on MP (Server). The descriptions of all
scripts listed above are shown in Table G-1.

Table G-1 Descriptions of scripts
File name
LMA_measurement.py
tools.py
sys_tools.py
live-migrate.py
vm_list.py
send.py
listen.py
monitor.py
pm_info_update.py
xenload
Hosts.txt
LMA.cfg

vm_listen.py

loadhigh.sh
loadmedium.sh
loadlow.sh
server.py

listen.py
LMA.cfg

Description
General scripts
Definition of the structure of message for communication
protocol, based on description in 4.2.1.
LMA = Live Migration Algorithm.
Definition of some common functions used by several scripts,
for implementing the communication protocol.
Definition of some common functions used by several scripts,
for generating system parameters. E.g. CPU average load.
Basic functional script used for running live migration of VMs.
Basic functional script used for listing VMs.
Basic functional script used for sending messages and receiving
corresponding reply for communication protocol.
Scripts on PM (host)
Functional script used for receiving messages, sending back
corresponding reply, and processing data based on procedures
described in previous sections.
Functional script used for periodically observing CPU load of
PM and applying strategies described in previous sections.
Functional script used for periodically generating CPU load of
PM, applying EWMA, described in 3.4.5.
Generating CPU average load for hypervisor of Xen.
List of PMs in the network, including localhost.
Record format: ‘ID IP/localhost’
Configure file, specifying parameters for communication
protocol, such as hypervisor, server ip and thresholds for
algorithms.
Scripts on VM
Functional script used for receiving request from host PM and
replying information of VM. Periodical generation of
information, such as page dirtying rate and CPU load, is
included in the multithread processes.
Bash script used for generating high CPU load in VM.
Bash script used for generating medium CPU load in VM.
Bash script used for generating low CPU load in VM.
Scripts on MP (Server)
Functional script used for periodically generating information of
PMs in the network for measurement. Metrics of measurement
include: System performance and normalized load, which are
calculated from models described in 3.4.2; migration attempts,
migrations and traffics over time. See G for more details.
Functional script used for receiving messages from PMs in the
network for measurement.
Configure file.
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INITIAL PARAMETERS
Table H-1 Initial parameters
Parameter

time-limit
backoffLimit

Default value(s)
20000
120

EWMALambda

0.2

hotspotReplyTimeout

10

recordHotspotInterval

1000

initialSystemLoad
burstHigh
burstLow
burstHighTime
burstLowTime
DynamicVM

low/medium/high
true/false
true/false
10000
10000
0

VMsToRemove

0

variableThreshold

1

requiredSystemStateImprovement

0

variableUpdateTime

300

CPUThreshold
minCPUThresholdLimit
numNodes
loadLevel

0.55
0.25
4
5

pushOrPull

0/1

Description
The number of seconds a run will last.
The maximum time allowed for the backoff
algorithm (s).
The factor of how much historical data points
will affect the predicted value.
How many seconds a node will wait for a
reply of the initial broadcast.
How often the number of attempted
migrations and successful migration will be
sampled (s).
0.25, 0.4 and 0.55 system load at startup.
Whether a high burst should occur.
Whether a low burst should occur.
The time when a high burst will occur.
The time when a low burst will occur.
The number of VMs that will be dynamically
created.
The number of VMs that will be dynamically
removed.
Whether the variable threshold should be
used.
How much better (%) the predicted System
performance is required to be to perform a
migration.
The mean time when the variable threshold
should be updated.
The upper CPU threshold.
The lower CPU threshold.
The number of PMs that will be used.
The load values will be an average over 5
minutes.
Whether the Push or Pull strategy is used.
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